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ABSTRACT 

Fluid biomarkers of neuropathological features are important tools for clinical assessment of 
various neurological diseases. This thesis focuses on two inflicted brain injuries (traumatic brain 
injury; TBI, and radiation-induced brain injury; RIBI), as well as three neurodegenerative disorders 
(idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus; iNPH, Alzheimer’s disease; AD, and vascular 
dementia; VaD). Common neuropathological features for these diseases include neuronal and 
synaptic damage. Yet, there is an emerging need to find biomarkers of other pathologies to 
contribute to further understanding of the underlying mechanisms, ideally specific to a particular 
condition. The brain extracellular matrix (ECM) mediates many aspects of neuronal and glial 
function. Under physiological conditions, ECM constantly undergoes controlled remodelling. 
However, under pathological conditions, ECM homeostasis becomes dysregulated. The changes 
induced in the ECM composition and structure could thus provide insights into various neurological 
diseases. Brevican and neurocan are the major proteoglycans in the ECM of the brain. Together 
with tenascins and hyaluronic acid they form ECM structures called perineuronal nets that are 
mainly responsible for regulating synaptic plasticity and neuronal growth. The two major families 
of extracellular proteases, matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) and “a disintegrin and metallo-
proteinase with thrombospondin motifs” (ADAMTS), together with their inhibitors (tissue inhibitor 
of metalloproteinase, TIMP), are contributors to ECM remodelling during both physiological and 
pathological conditions. In the latter, ECM becomes extensively degraded leading to the disrupted 
communication between the brain cells. The overall aim of this thesis is to examine various ECM 
proteins and their proteolytic processing in the context of inflicted brain injuries and 
neurodegenerative disorders. ECM proteins have been identified and quantified in human body 
fluids using various immuno-techniques and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis. 
The main results were that increased cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) levels of brevican, tenascins, and 
MMP-2 and -10 were associated with unfavourable outcome following TBI and could serve as 
novel biomarkers for TBI outcome prediction. The increased concentrations of ECM proteins in 
iNPH might indicate even more severe disease stages of the brain ECM than TBI. The analysis of 
brevican fragment patterns revealed that there are three sets of brevican in CSF, representing three 
different parts of the protein, all differentially modulated in TBI. CSF levels of brevican and 
neurocan peptides were decreased in the VaD group compared with AD patients, showing a novel 
diagnostic biomarker potential to differentiate VaD from AD. However, ECM proteins do not 
reflect AD pathology in CSF. In addition, the progressive decline of brevican and neurocan in CSF 
might represent long-term structural remodelling of the ECM after cranial radiotherapy. In 
conclusion, identification and quantification of ECM proteins in human body fluids serve a 
promising tool to increase our understanding of the role of ECM remodelling across neurological 
diseases. 

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, biomarker, extracellular matrix, idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus, 
immunoassay, mass spectrometry, radiation-induced brain injury, traumatic brain injury, vascular dementia. 
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SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA 
Vätskebaserade biomarkörer för neuropatologiska tillstånd är viktiga verktyg i klinisk bedömning 
av olika neurologiska sjukdomar. Denna avhandling fokuserar på två tillfogade hjärnskador 
(traumatisk hjärnskada; TBI, och strålningsinducerad hjärnskada) samt på tre neurodegenerativa 
sjukdomar (idiopatisk normaltrycks-hydrocefalus; iNPH, Alzheimers sjukdom; AD, och vaskulär 
demens; VaD). Neuronal och synaptisk skada är vanliga neuropatologiska kännetecken för dessa 
sjukdomar. Det finns ett växande behov av att hitta biomarkörer för andra patologier för att bidra 
till ökad förståelse för de bakomliggande mekanismerna, i synnerhet biomarkörer som är specifika 
för ett visst tillstånd. Hjärnans extracellulära matris (ECM) speglar många aspekter av nervcellernas 
och gliacellernas funktion. Under fysiologiska förhållanden genomgår ECM en ständig, 
kontrollerad omstrukturering medans under patologiska förhållanden blir istället ECM-
homeostasen felreglerad. De förändringar som då uppstår i dess sammansättning och struktur kan 
ge insikter i olika neurologiska sjukdomar. Brevican och neurocan är de två viktigaste 
proteoglykanerna i hjärnans ECM. Tillsammans med tenasciner och hyaluronsyra bildar de ECM-
strukturer som kallas perineuronala nät, vars huvuduppgift är att reglera synaptisk plasticitet och 
neuronal tillväxt. De två huvudsakliga familjerna av extracellulära proteaser, matris-
metalloproteinas (MMP) och ”ett disintegrin och metalloproteinas med trombospondin-motiv” 
(ADAMTS), samt deras hämmare (vävnadsinhibitor av metalloproteinas, TIMP) bidrar till 
omstrukturering av ECM under både fysiologiska och patologiska tillstånd. I det sistnämnda skadas 
ECM i stor utsträckning vilket leder till störd kommunikation mellan hjärncellerna. Huvudsyftet 
med denna avhandling är att undersöka olika ECM-proteiner och deras proteolytiska bearbetning i 
samband med påförda hjärnskador och neurodegenerativa störningar. ECM-proteinerna har 
identifierats och kvantifierats i mänskliga kroppsvätskor med hjälp av olika immuntekniker och 
vätskekromatografi kombinerad med masspektrometrisk-analys. De viktigaste resultaten var 
ökande nivåer av brevican, tenasciner och MMP-2 och -10 i cerebrospinalvätska (CSV) - vilka 
associerades med ett ogynnsamt utfall efter TBI och skulle kunna fungera som nya biomarkörer för 
att förutspå återhämtningen efter TBI. De ökade koncentrationerna av ECM-proteiner i iNPH kan 
tyda på att ECM är kraftigare påverkad vid iNPH än vid TBI. Analysen av fragmentsmönstret från 
brevican visade att det finns tre uppsättningar brevican i CSV och att uppsättningarna påverkades 
olika i TBI. Nivåerna av brevican- och neurocan-peptiderna i CSV minskade i VaD-gruppen 
jämfört med AD-patienterna, vilket visar på en ny diagnostisk biomarkörspotential för att skilja 
VaD från AD. ECM-proteiner återspeglar dock inte AD-patologi i CSV. Dessutom skulle 
nedreglering av brevican och neurocan i CSV kunna bero på långvarig strukturomvandling av ECM 
efter kraniell strålbehandling. Sammanfattningsvis är identifiering och kvantifiering av ECM-
proteiner i kroppsvätskor lovande verktyg för att öka vår förståelse för vilken roll ECM-skada och 
-omsättning spelar vid olika neurologiska sjukdomar. 
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STRESZCZENIE PO POLSKU 
Płynne biochemiczne markery zmian neuropatologicznych są ważnymi narzędziami do oceny 
klinicznej chorób neurologicznych. W pracy uwzględniono nie tylko uszkodzenie mózgu w wyniku 
urazów głowy bądź wywołanym przez promienionanie, ale również w przebiegu trzech chorób 
neurodegeneracyjnych: wodogłowia normotensyjnego, choroby Alzheimera i otępienia 
naczyniowego. Do typowych zmian neuropatologicznych tych chorób zalicza się uszkodzenie 
neuronów i synaps. Wówczas istnieje możliwość znalezienia swoistych biomarkerów w celu 
zrozumienia różnorodnych mechanizmów. Mózgowa macierz pozakomórkowa bierze udział w 
wielu aspektach funkcjonowania komórek nerwowych i glejowych. W warunkach fizjologicznych 
macierz pozakomórkowa nieustannie podlega kontrolowanej przebudowie. Jednakże w warunkach 
patologicznych homeostaza tej macierzy ulega rozregulowaniu. Zmiany wywołane w składzie i 
strukturze mózgowej macierzy pozakomórkowej mogą zapewnić wgląd w różne choroby 
neurologiczne. Brevican i neurocan są głównymi proteoglikanami tej macierzy i wraz z 
tenascynami i kwasem hialuronowym tworzą one ustrukturalizowane formy zwane sieciami 
perineuronalnymi, które są przede wszystkim odpowiedzialne za regulację plastyczności synaps i 
wzrostu neuronów. Dwie główne rodziny enzymów proteolitycznych macierzy pozakomórkowej, 
zwane metaloproteinazy macierzy pozakomórkowej (MMP) i “białka zawierające domenę 
dezintegryny i metaloproteinazy z motywem trombospondyny”, wraz z ich inhibitorami (tkankowe 
inhibitory metaloproteinaz), uczestniczą w przebudowie macierzy pozakomórkowej zarówno 
podczas fizjologicznych, jak i patologicznych stanów. W tym drugim przypadku macierz 
pozakomórkowa ulega znacznej degradacji, co prowadzi do zakłócenia komunikacji pomiędzy 
komórkami nerwowymi. Głównym celem tej pracy jest analiza białek macierzy pozakomórkowej 
i ich proteolitycznego fragmentowania w kontekście patomechanizmu omawianych w tej pracy 
przyczyn uszkodzenia mózgowia. Białka te zostały zidentyfikowane i określone ilościowo w 
płynach ustrojowych człowieka przy użyciu technik immunologicznych oraz analizy metodą 
chromatografii cieczowej w połączeniu ze spektrometrią mas. Wykazano, że podwyższone 
poziomy brevicana, tenascyn, MMP-2 i MMP-10 w płynie mózgowo-rdzeniowym były związane 
z niekorzystnym rokowaniem po urazowym uszkodzeniu mózgu i mogą one służyć jako 
innowacyjne biomarkery do oceny klinicznej pacjentów. Zwiększone poziomy białek macierzy 
pozakomórkowej u pacjentów z wodogłowiem normotensyjnym mogą wskazywać na jeszcze 
cięższe stadia choroby niż po urazowym uszkodzeniu mózgu. Analiza fragmentacji brevicana 
wykazała, że występuje on w płynie mózgowo-rdzeniowym w trzech podzbiorach, gdzie każdy z 
nich jest modulowany w różny sposób w przypadku urazowego uszkodzenia mózgu. Poziomy 
peptydów brevicana i neurocana w płynie mózgowo-rdzeniowym były obniżone u pacjentów z 
otępieniem naczyniowym w porównaniu z chorobą Alzheimera, co wskazuje na nowy potencjał 
diagnostyczny tych markerów do różnicowania dwóch powszechnych chorób neuro-
degeneracyjnych. Jednakże białka macierzy pozakomórkowej nie odzwierciedlają patologii 
choroby Alzheimera w płynie mózgowo-rdzeniowym. Ponadto, obniżenie poziomów brevicana i 
neurocana w tym płynie ustrojowym może odpowiadać długoterminowej przebudowie struktury 
macierzy pozakomórkowej podczas uszkodzenia mózgu wywołanym promieniowaniem 
mózgowia. Podsumowując, identyfikacja i oznaczenie ilościowe białek macierzy pozakomórkowej 
w płynach ustrojowych człowieka są doskonałymi narzędziami do poszerzenia wiedzy na temat 
regulacji tej macierzy w chorobach neurologicznych. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Neuroscience is one of the most fascinating branches of science due to the complexity of the brain, 
the grandest biological frontier. Our entire understanding of reality depends on it, who we are, 
how our thoughts and memories work. I hope this book will encourage you to find neurology just 
as an exciting aspect of medicine as I believe it to be. 
 
After all, the brain is the most intriguing organ in the body 

…according to the brain. 
 

 

1.1 Human body fluids 

1.1.1 Cerebrospinal fluid 

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is a colourless body fluid that occupies the subarachnoid space and 
ventricular system of the brain, as well as the subarachnoid cavity of the spinal cord and its central 
canal. CSF assists the brain by providing nourishment and waste removal of the brain’s metabolism 
products [1]. In addition, it acts as a shock absorber protecting the brain from the damage that 
results from a sudden movement of the skull and it provides buoyancy to support the weight of the 
brain by reducing it approximately 30 times [1]. CSF is produced by choroid plexus cells located 
in the four ventricles of the brain, with the lateral ventricles being the primary producers [1]. From 
there, CSF circulates into the subarachnoid space of the cerebral hemispheres and down to the 
central canal and subarachnoid space of the spinal cord [1]. In arachnoid mater, one of the three 
brain’s meninges, the small protrusions called arachnoid villi allow CSF to exit the subarachnoid 
space and enter the venous system. The total CSF volume in an adult is estimated to be 150 mL, of 
which 25 mL are present within the ventricles [1].  

The central nervous system (CNS) is separated from the periphery by the blood-brain barrier 
(BBB) and the blood-CSF barrier (BCSFB) [2]. Their function is to restrict the passage of noxious 
blood-borne substances from the bloodstream to the CNS, while simultaneously allowing for the 
motion of essential substances needed for metabolic function of the brain and facilitating the 
removal of metabolic waste into the blood. The key elements of these barriers are tight junctions 
that interconnect endothelial cells of the CNS’s microvessels (BBB) or epithelial cells of the 
choroid plexus (BCSFB) [2]. Approximately 80% of the CSF proteins are blood-derived, while 
only 20% originate from the CNS [3].  

CSF can be used for a variety of diagnostic and therapeutic purposes [4]. For instance, 
discoloured CSF could be a sign of cerebral haemorrhage, bacterial or viral infection might be a 
result of meningitis or encephalitis, while a high level of immunoglobulin in CSF could indicate 
multiple sclerosis. An example of therapeutic use of CSF is its drainage in order to relieve 
intracranial pressure (ICP). 

CSF can be sampled through a lumbar puncture, also known as a spinal tap. During this 
procedure, a sterile needle is inserted into the subarachnoid space between the L3/L4 or L4/L5 
vertebrae (Fig. 1) [1]. There are established standardised procedures to follow with regard to CSF 
sampling [5]. The lumbar puncture procedure is considered to be fairly invasive and post-lumbar 
puncture headache may occur, mainly in young patients. However, severe side effects are very rare.  
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Fig. 1. Lumbar puncture. A spinal needle is inserted into the lumbar region between two vertebrae to collect 
cerebrospinal fluid. 
 

CSF sampling can also be performed through a ventricular catheter, e.g., in traumatic brain 
injury (TBI) or hydrocephalus patients who are in need of ICP monitoring. In this surgical 
intervention, called external ventricular drainage (EVD), a flexible plastic catheter is inserted into 
one of the ventricles (usually lateral) and the excess CSF is drained into an external collection bag 
(Fig. 2). However, EVD is an invasive procedure and might lead to brain infection or haemorrhage. 

 

 
Fig. 2. External ventricular drainage. A plastic catheter is inserted into the lateral ventricle of the brain to 
drain cerebrospinal fluid and to monitor intracranial pressure. 
 

The total protein concentration in lumbar CSF is 2.5 times higher than in ventricular CSF. This 
is caused by the gradual influx of proteins on the way from the ventricles to the lumbar spinal 
channel [3]. However, the amount of brain-derived proteins is either similar between the two 
sampling sites, or may even be decreased in lumbar CSF compared with ventricular [3]. 
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1.1.2 Blood 

Blood accounts for 7-8% of the body mass and its main function is to transport oxygen and 
nutrients to, and remove metabolic waste products from, the body cells. Most laboratory testing for 
clinical purposes is performed using either plasma or serum. Plasma is a cell-free aqueous matrix 
of blood that mainly consist of water with a suspension of proteins, lipids, hormones, enzymes, 
antibodies, electrolytes and clotting factors. Serum is plasma without clotting factors. 

 
1.1.3 Fluid biomarkers 

Biomarkers are objectively measured and are evaluated as indicators of physiological or 
pathogenic processes [6]. They can be used to record the very early stages of a disease, increase the 
confidence in disease diagnosis, predict the clinical outcome in patients, monitor the progression 
of pathology, monitor the drug activity or other therapeutic interventions and discriminate between 
diseases with an overlapping pathology. Depending on the main objective, biomarkers are 
commonly divided into five categories: screening, diagnostic, prognostic, predictive and 
monitoring biomarkers (Table 1) [7]. 

 
Table 1. Objectives for the use of biomarkers. 
 

Biomarker type Objective to use 
Screening To get a first indication of whether an individual may have a disease or not 
Diagnostic To establish the presence of a disease 
Prognostic To portend the disease outcome (with no reference to a specific therapy) 
Predictive To predict outcome of a particular therapy 
Monitoring To monitor progression of pathology or response to treatment 

 
 

Blood is an easily assessable body fluid for biomarker evaluation and, in comparison with CSF, 
the blood sample collection is more affordable, less invasive and allows for easily repeated 
sampling. However, blood lacks direct contact with the brain, as opposed to CSF, which surrounds 
this organ and is believed to more closely mirror CNS metabolism. Moreover, very high levels of 
plasma proteins, such as albumin or immunoglobulin, might interfere with the small amounts of 
brain proteins entering the blood. In addition, brain proteins released into the blood might undergo 
proteolytic degradation or might be cleared by the liver or in the kidneys.  
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Fig. 1. Lumbar puncture. A spinal needle is inserted into the lumbar region between two vertebrae to collect 
cerebrospinal fluid. 
 

CSF sampling can also be performed through a ventricular catheter, e.g., in traumatic brain 
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(Fig. 2). However, EVD is an invasive procedure and might lead to brain infection or haemorrhage. 

 

 
Fig. 2. External ventricular drainage. A plastic catheter is inserted into the lateral ventricle of the brain to 
drain cerebrospinal fluid and to monitor intracranial pressure. 
 

The total protein concentration in lumbar CSF is 2.5 times higher than in ventricular CSF. This 
is caused by the gradual influx of proteins on the way from the ventricles to the lumbar spinal 
channel [3]. However, the amount of brain-derived proteins is either similar between the two 
sampling sites, or may even be decreased in lumbar CSF compared with ventricular [3]. 
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1.2 Neurological diseases 

The neurological diseases investigated in this thesis include inflicted brain injuries (TBI and 
radiation-induced brain injury; RIBI) as well as neurodegenerative disorders (idiopathic normal 
pressure hydrocephalus; iNPH, Alzheimer’s disease; AD and vascular dementia; VaD) (Fig. 3). 

Inflicted brain injuries are characterised by damage to the brain tissue and an alteration in brain 
function caused by external force (TBI) or radiation (RIBI). 

Dementia (from the Latin de mens, without mind) refers to cognitive symptoms, severe enough 
to interfere with social and occupational functioning [8]. It covers a wide range of diseases, 
characterised by progressive loss of neurons, and is the leading cause of disability and dependency 
among the elderly. In 2019, there were over 50 million people living with dementia worldwide and 
this number is predicted to raise to over 150 million by 2050 [9]. Dementia is caused by damage of 
the nerve cells in the brain. Depending on the area that is affected by the damage, dementia can 
cause different symptoms that affect memory, thinking, orientation, language and behaviour. Yet, 
there is no single test for diagnosing dementia and the diagnosis is mainly based on mental ability 
tests. Neurodegenerative diseases are classified into two groups, reversible, including iNPH, and 
irreversible, of which AD and VaD are the most common. 

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a transitional state between normal ageing and dementia 
[10], where the patient’s cognitive decline is worse than expected for a healthy person, but not 
severe enough to interfere with daily activities. MCI is clinically defined by a deficit in at least one 
cognitive domain, in the absence of dementia or impaired daily activities [11]. Although MCI is 
often a preclinical stage of dementia, MCI patients might remain clinically stable (stable MCI) and 
not become cognitively worse or develop dementia [12]. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Division of the neurological diseases investigated in this thesis. 
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1.2.1 Traumatic brain injury 

TBI is a head injury induced by external mechanical forces damaging the brain tissue and it 
affects almost 70 million people annually [13]. It is the highest contributor to trauma-related 
mortality [14]. The most common causes of TBI are falls, traffic accidents, firearms and high-
impact sports [15]. Head injuries can be closed-head or penetrating, where the skull and dura mater 
either remain intact or damaged, respectively [16]. TBI is clinically grouped by severity into mild, 
moderate or severe, depending on structural brain imaging characteristics, duration of the loss of 
consciousness and amnesia [16]. The vast majority of all TBI cases are mild (around 80%), 
synonymous with concussion, where the injuries are closed-head [17]. Symptoms of TBI are highly 
variable and they greatly depend on trauma severity. Mild TBI might involve nausea, dizziness, 
headache, poor concentration, short-term amnesia, temporal loss of consciousness and behavioural 
changes, while severe TBI may lead to death [16]. 

Repeated head injuries can lead to the neurodegenerative condition called chronic traumatic 
encephalopathy (CTE) [16]. This disease often occurs in contact sports athletes, such as ice hockey, 
American football and rugby players, or in military veterans [16]. Common symptoms include 
depression, sleep disturbances, aggression, confusion, memory loss and eventually progressive 
dementia, and they usually do not appear until years after the onset of head impacts. Moderate and 
severe TBI as well as CTE have been observed to increase the risk of developing AD [16, 18]. 

 
1.2.1.1 Pathology 

TBI is also divided into focal or diffuse. The first injury subgroup occurs in a specific location 
and may involve intraventricular, subdural and epidural hematomas, cerebral contusions and 
cerebral lacerations. The diffuse injuries, such as diffuse axonal injury, occur over a more 
widespread area. 

Axonal injury is an important pathologic feature of TBI, where the head trauma stretches, tears 
and damages axons [16]. This leads to microtubule disruption and consequently impaired axonal 
transport [16]. The microtubule disassembly can be caused by their mechanical breakage and by 
ionic disturbances. In the latter, axonal cell membrane leakage leads to increased influx of calcium 
ions that in turn triggers the proteolysis of neuronal cytoskeleton by calpain, a calcium-activated 
protease [16, 19].  

Other pathological features of some of the TBI cases include amyloid-β (Aβ) and tau 
aggregations, described in detail in the AD section (1.2.3.). In addition, microglial activation, 
myelin disruption, soluble cytokine response, oxidative and nitrosative stress, BBB damage and 
mitochondrial dysfunction are commonly observed pathologies in TBI [16]. The injury of the 
pituitary gland is a common issue in TBI patients, giving rise to several endocrine complications 
such as growth hormone deficiency, hypogonadism, hypothyroidism, hypocoticolism and diabetes 
insipidus [20]. TBI can lead to increased ICP, where the normal pressure inside the skull rises due 
to brain swelling. An increase of ICP can impede cerebral blood flow (CBF) leading to ischemia 
[21]. 

However, the TBI pathology highly depends on the severity and extent of the injury. Mild TBI 
involves mild multifocal axonal and astrocyte injury, activation of microglia, microhaemorrhages, 
synaptic dysfunction and impaired axonal transport [16]. Severe TBI might result in much more 
acute neuronal, glial or microvascular injury and brain oedema. Often, several different types of 
injuries are simultaneously present in TBI patients, raising a heterogenous challenge for clinicians. 

CTE disease is strongly associated with the irregular distribution of hyperphosphorylated tau 
deposits, known as neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), throughout the brain [22], while Aβ aggregation 
occur in 50% of CTE cases at the later stage of the disease [23]. Another pathological abnormality 
present in CTE involves deposits of TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP43) that occur in 80% of 
CTE cases [24].  
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1.2.1.2 Genetics and risk factors 

Different genetic factors influence neurological and functional outcome following TBI. The 
most known genetic risk factor for poor outcome after TBI is the ε4 allele of the apolipoprotein E 
(APOE) gene [25]. APOE-ε4 is associated with more severe symptoms of chronic TBI [26] and 
worse cognitive performance after trauma [27].  

A significant risk factor for CTE is occurrence of a previous brain injury. Contact sports athletes 
or military veterans are thus at increased risk of developing CTE. 

 
1.2.1.3 Diagnosis  

The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) is the most widely used classification to describe the level of 
consciousness in a person following a brain injury [28]. This scale (3-15) consists of subscale scores 
that rate eye opening, verbal and motor responses, grouping TBI patients into mild (13-15), 
moderate (9-12) and severe (3-8) head trauma (Table 2). The minimum score of three indicates 
total unresponsiveness (deep coma) while the highest possible score of 15 indicates the best 
response and a fully awake person. In addition to the GCS score, to make a proper severity 
assessment of trauma, other clinical factors are taken into consideration, such as structural brain 
imaging characteristics as well as duration of amnesia and of consciousness [16, 29]. Mild TBI is 
characterised by normal structural brain image, post-traumatic amnesia for less than one day and 
lack of consciousness for less than 30 minutes [16, 18]. The abbreviated injury scale is an 
anatomically-based classification system of TBI severity that classifies each injury by body region, 
ranging from 1 (minor injury) to 6 (unsurvivable) [30]. 

 
 

Table 2. Score system of the Glasgow Coma Scale.  
 
Score Eye opening Verbal response Motor response 
1 No eye opening No speech No movement 
2 Eyes open to pain Incoherent speech Extension response to pain 
3 Eyes open to voice Inappropriate words Abnormal flexion  
4 Eyes open spontaneously Confused Normal flexion 
5  Oriented Moves to localized pain 
6   Obeys commands 
3-8 Severe head trauma 
9-12 Moderate head trauma 
13-15 Mild head trauma 

 
 

Brain imaging plays a crucial role in the assessment of TBI. Computed tomography (CT) scans 
are commonly used to detect brain shift, collapsed ventricles or subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH). 
Compared with CT, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has better resolution and contrast between 
the different types of brain matter, and thus, provides greater anatomical details including the 
detection of smaller haemorrhages. However, MRI is more expensive (and less available) and 
slower compared with CT. Additionally, functional MRI (fMRI) can reveal reduced or increased 
activation of specific brain areas. However, CT or MRI scans can only detect macroscopic injuries, 
while mild TBI occurs at the microscopic level. Therefore, the abnormal findings in mild TBI might 
not be seen in neither CT nor MRI scans and its diagnosis is only defined clinically. Radiological 
grading of injury can be performed using different scoring systems based on CT scans (Marshall 
CT classification [31], Rotterdam CT score [32], Helsinki CT score [33] and Stockholm CT score 
[34]) or MRI scans (e.g., Firsching MRI score [35]). Due to the high costs of neuroimaging, not all 
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TBI patients undergo this procedure and clinicians follow several criteria, including the New 
Orleans Criteria [36] and the Canadian CT Head Rule [37], required for the need of imaging use. 
Usually, all TBI patients with GCS below 15 or 13 (depending on the clinics), headache, nausea, 
amnesia, age >60 years are imaged.  

Good outcome measurements are essential for the accurate estimation of medical care and 
treatment. Prognosis of outcome after TBI primarily involves clinical predictors such as age, CT 
characteristics, pupillary reactivity or motor response. However, the sensitivity and specificity of 
these factors are moderate. The most common tool to measure functional outcome following TBI 
is Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) [38]. It is five-score scale, where 1 indicates death and 5 good 
recovery (Table 3). However, a more sensitive prediction of outcome would be very beneficiary in 
the clinic. 

 
 

Table 3. Score system of the Glasgow Outcome Scale.  
 
Score Functional status Description 
1 Death Self-explanatory 
2 Persistent vegetative state Coma/unresponsive 
3 Severe disability Dependent for daily support 
4 Moderate disability Independent in daily life 
5 Good recovery Resumption of normal life 

 
 

1.2.1.4 Biomarkers 

Biomarkers in TBI are mainly used to identify and quantify the extent of brain injury, but also 
to predict the possible functional outcome. Early prognostication for the patient’s outcome after 
TBI is of importance to guide in treatment decisions and to provide patients and relatives with 
realistic long-term outlooks. To date, there is no TBI marker that entirely fulfils the criteria for a 
biomarker of brain injury [39]. However, there are several TBI biomarker candidates. 

In CSF, the biomarker candidates for brain tissue injury can reflect neuronal damage (total tau, 
t-tau [40-44]; neurofilament light, NFL [43, 44]; neuron-specific enolase, NSE [45]), astroglial 
damage (S100 calcium-binding protein B; S100B [44-47]), BBB integrity and immune response 
[16]. The CSF concentrations of t-tau, NFL, NSE and S100B acutely increase in TBI patients and 
progressively decrease over time [40-47]. Since NSE is present in erythrocytes and its levels are 
highly sensitive to haemolysis and t-tau levels are more a consequence of repeated trauma, NFL is 
considered to be the most reliable and sensitive marker for neuronal damage. CSF NFL levels 
increase with severity of trauma and with increasing number of hits to the head [43, 44]. 

The candidate blood biomarkers for brain tissue injury following TBI include NFL, NSE and 
S100B [48-51]. For the outcome prediction, serum NFL and S100B have previously been shown 
to be important clinical outcome predictors in TBI patients [48, 49, 52, 53]. 

Imaging facilitates the structural classification of TBI. However, CSF biomarkers have shown 
higher sensitivity by detecting minor brain damage that is not visible in MRI/CT scans [16]. 

There is no biomarker available to detect the neuronal damage in mild TBI, to identify CTE or 
to differentiate this disease from other neurodegenerative disorders, such as AD.  
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1.2.1.5 Management 

It is important to initiate the pre-hospital care of TBI patients already at the scene of the accident, 
immediately after the trauma, to prevent further brain injury. The most common pre-hospital 
clinical features involve hypotension, hypoxia and hypothermia, all associated with increased 
mortality and poor outcome [54].  

The clinical care of TBI patients mainly involves monitoring of ICP and CBF [21]. Depending 
on the severity of the brain damage, surgical procedures might be involved to repair skull fractures, 
remove pieces of skull in the brain or to remove large blood clots. In order to limit secondary 
damage to the brain, medications to treat symptoms and secondary conditions are prescribed, e.g., 
antiseizure drugs, antidepressants, anticoagulants or antibiotics. 
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1.2.2 Idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus 

Hydrocephalus (from the Greek hydro, water and cephalus, head) is characterised by abnormal 
accumulation of CSF in the ventricles of the brain, usually caused by a disturbed CSF circulation. 
There are two types of hydrocephalus: obstructive and communicating. The obstructive form results 
from blockage of the CSF flow within the ventricular system. The aqueduct of Sylvius, a narrow 
channel connecting the third and the fourth ventricles, is the most common site of obstruction, 
leading to dilatation of the lateral and the third ventricles [55]. Communicating hydrocephalus can 
be caused either by impaired reabsorption of CSF into the blood or, more seldom by overproduction 
of CSF. This results in the enlargement of all four ventricles. 

The term normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH) was introduced in 1965 by the neurologist 
Salomón Hakim, who noted that a state of symptomatic hydrocephalus may exist in the presence 
of normal CSF pressure [56]. NPH, recognised as the dominant form of hydrocephalus in adults,  
occurs as either a secondary or an idiopathic (iNPH) condition, each accounting for around 50% of 
the cases [57]. The secondary form mainly results from SAH, head trauma, meningitis or CNS 
tumours, and might occur at any age. In contrast, iNPH, where the cause is largely unknown, is 
primarily observed in individuals over 60 years [57]. The most prominent and usually first clinical 
feature of iNPH is gait abnormality, characterised by slow, short-stepped and “glued to the floor” 
gait [58]. Other symptoms of iNPH involve problems with balance, involuntary micturition with 
incontinence and cognitive deterioration or dementia [59]. iNPH is a common disorder affecting 
up to 3% of all persons over the age of 65 [60-62] and it is estimated that 10% of all dementia 
patients may suffer from iNPH [63]. 

 
1.2.2.1 Pathology 

The most evident pathology of iNPH are enlarged ventricles (ventriculomegaly) defined as an 
Evans’ index ≥0.3 (determined by ratio of the maximal width of the frontal horns divided by the 
diameter of the internal skull) [64], with no macroscopic obstruction of CSF flow. Other supporting 
neuroimaging features involve a sharp callosal angle, periventricular white matter lesions and a 
marked flow void in the Sylvian aqueduct [57, 58]. iNPH implies multiple vascular anomalies such 
as white matter lesions resulting from microvascular disturbances and small vessel disease (SVD), 
and it has been suggested that iNPH is a possible subtype of VaD [65]. Cerebral hypometabolism 
including both reduced oxygen metabolism and reduced blood flow in the periventricular white 
matter, basal ganglia and other regions have been observed in iNPH patients [66]. Additionally, the 
pathologic hallmarks of AD, Aβ plaques and tau tangles, have been reported in brain biopsies from 
iNPH patients [67], making iNPH diagnosis even more challenging.  

 
1.2.2.2 Genetics and risk factors 

Although iNPH is considered sporadic, occurrences of familial cases have been reported, with 
a potential autosomal dominant inheritance [68, 69]. The dementia seems to be more frequent with 
more severe symptoms in the familial subgroup of iNPH patients compared with the sporadic cases 
[69]. The familial form of iNPH more frequently shows the presence of venous thrombosis and 
hypertension [69]. However, still, very little is known about the familial characteristics of iNPH. 

The frequency of APOE-ε4 allele in iNPH patients is the same as in the control population [70] 
and to date, there is no specific genetic risk factor identified for iNPH. 

iNPH has been shown to be associated with vascular risk factors such as diabetes mellitus [65], 
hyperlipidemia [65] and arterial hypertension [71] further supporting a vascular cause. Thus, it is 
believed that early intervention against vascular risk factors can reduce the iNPH development. In 
addition, decreased renal function, chronic kidney disease and abdominal obesity have also shown 
a strong association with iNPH [65]. 
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1.2.2 Idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus 
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1.2.2.3 Diagnosis  

There is no single diagnostic test for iNPH. Evidence-based guidelines for clinical diagnosis of 
iNPH have been proposed and are now used worldwide [59]. The documentation of 
ventriculomegaly (Evans’ index ≥0.3) without signs of CSF blockage by brain imaging techniques 
is critical but not sufficient for iNPH diagnosis [59]. Apart from neuroimaging, other clinical 
evaluations showing typical symptoms and signs are necessary to confirm the iNPH diagnosis. 
These evaluations include the following: clinical history, neurological examination, 
neuropsychological testing, and differentiation from other disorders [59]. Additionally, grading 
scales for assessment of symptom severity and treatment outcome for iNPH patients has been 
developed including the iNPH scale [72]. This scale covers the four symptom domains affected by 
iNPH: gait, balance, neuropsychology and continence, and it ranges from 0 to 100, where lower 
scores correspond to more symptoms [72]. However, the clinical symptoms of iNPH widely overlap 
those of neurodegenerative diseases, e.g., progressive dementia and gait disturbances can be 
misinterpreted for AD or Parkinson’s disease, which makes the differential diagnosis very 
challenging [73]. In addition, CSF tap test and temporary external CSF drainage help to confirm 
suspected cases of iNPH and are applied as prognostic tests to decide whether ventricular shunt 
surgery would be beneficial for the patient. 

 

1.2.2.4 Biomarkers 

To date, there are no reliable biomarkers to diagnose iNPH or predict its outcome following 
shunt surgery. The CSF biomarker profile of iNPH is shown to be characterised by the decreased 
concentrations of products derived from amyloid precursor protein (APP) such as sAPPα, sAPPβ 
and Aβ peptides, possibly explaining the reduced brain metabolism in the periventricular zone, 
normal or reduced levels of t-tau and phosphorylated tau (p-tau), elevated NFL indicating damage 
to large myelinated axons as well as increased glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) indicating 
astrogliosis [74-76]. 

 
1.2.2.5 Management 

iNPH is a potentially treatable disease. Treatment comprises the surgical placement of a CSF 
diverting shunt catheter draining CSF from the brain ventricles to the peritoneal cavity (ventriculo-
peritoneal shunt) or sometimes to the right atrium of the heart (ventriculo-artial shunt) [58]. A CSF 
removal tests can aid in predicting the response to shunting [58]. To date, shunt surgery is 
considered to be a definite therapy and it improves outcome in around 80% of the iNPH patients 
[77]. It increases CBF and reduces periventricular white matter lesions [78, 79]. In addition, 
neuronal dysfunction was observed to be reversed by a shunt surgery [80]. 
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1.2.3 Alzheimer’s disease  

AD is the most prevalent cause of dementia, accounting for 60-80% of all dementia cases [81]. 
It is a slowly progressive neurodegenerative disease characterised by the impairment of episodic 
memory and a deterioration of various other cognitive abilities including language, orientation, 
recognition and learning. Although the average duration of the disease is 8-10 years, AD is 
characterised by a long preclinical stage, where the brain changes preceding AD may occur already 
20 years before the symptoms of brain dysfunction become apparent [82]. The incidence rate of 
AD increases with age and doubles every fifth year after the age of 65 [83]. There are two forms of 
AD based on the age of onset: early-onset AD (EOAD), which gives symptoms between 30 and 
60-65 years, and late-onset AD (LOAD), which is the most common form of AD, where the 
symptoms begin after the age of 60-65 [84].  

The first case of AD was described in 1906 by the German psychiatrist Alois Alzheimer. His 
patient was a 51-year old woman named Auguste Deter, who developed rapid memory loss, 
disorientation and hallucinations [85]. After her death, the post-mortem examination showed an 
atrophic brain with depositions of extracellular bodies (plaques) and intracellular dense bundles of 
neurofibrils (tangles) [85], which today are known as the hallmarks of AD. Emil Kraepelin, a 
colleague of Alois, named the disease after Alzheimer. 

 
1.2.3.1 Pathology 

The main pathological hallmarks of AD include neuronal loss together with the presence of 
plaques, composed of Aβ peptides, and tangles, composed of abnormally hyperphosphorylated tau 
protein. Neuronal loss in AD primarily affects the medial temporal lobe, e.i., the hippocampus and 
the entorhinal cortex. 

APP, a transmembrane glycoprotein concentrated in the synapses, plays a central role in AD 
pathogenesis and is processed by two major pathways (Fig. 4). In the non-amyloidogenic pathway, 
α-secretase cleaves APP within the Aβ domain, releasing a soluble form of APP (sAPPα), thus 
precluding the formation of longer Aβ peptides, such as Aβ1-42. The remaining C83 fragment of 
APP is further cleaved by the γ-secretase complex (incl. presenilin 1 (PSEN1) and presenilin 2 
(PSEN2)) forming the p3 peptide. Amyloidogenic processing of APP involves β-secretase that 
cleaves APP just before the Aβ domain releasing sAPPβ, and the γ-secretase complex that cleaves 
the remaining C99 fragment of APP producing several Aβ peptides, including Aβ1-42, which is 
prone to aggregate and form neurotoxic fibrillary assemblies in the brain [82].  

 
Fig. 4. The non-amyloidogenic and amyloidogenic pathways of APP processing (courtesy of Abcam). 
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Amyloid pathology starts in neocortex and spreads to subcortical regions [86]. Thal phasing, a 
scoring system (0-5), is used to determine the distribution of amyloid plaques throughout the brain 
[86]. 

Tau is an axonal protein that binds to microtubules and promotes their stability. There are six 
different isoforms of tau in the CNS, all containing several serine and threonine residues that can 
be phosphorylated. The degree of phosphorylation of tau regulates its affinity to bind to the 
microtubules. Hyperphosphorylation of tau causes disassembly of microtubules and impaired 
axonal transport, leading to neuronal and synaptic dysfunction. Moreover, hyperphosphorylated tau 
becomes prone to aggregate into insoluble fibrils, known as paired helical filaments (PHFs), 
followed by the formation of NFTs (Fig. 5). Tau pathology starts in subcortical regions, 
hippocampus and amygdala, followed by neocortical areas [87]. Braak staging, a scoring system 
(0-VI), is used to determine the spread of tau pathology throughout the brain [87]. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Formation of neurofibrillary tangles (courtesy of Abcam). 

 

It is believed that extracellular Aβ aggregates interfere with synaptic connections between 
neurons, while intracellular accumulations of NFTs inhibit the cargo transport inside neurons. AD 
also involves neuroinflammation and brain atrophy (affecting primarily hippocampus), as well as 
degeneration and loss of synapses. The severity of synaptic loss is more associated with degree of 
cognitive impairment rather than plaque or tangle counts [88]. Thus, synaptic degeneration is 
believed to be the best anatomical correlate of cognitive deficits in AD. 

 
1.2.3.2 The amyloid cascade hypothesis 

According to the amyloid cascade hypothesis (ACH), the increased production (or decreased 
degradation) and aggregation of Aβ1-42 is the causative agent of a series of events resulting in 
deposition of NFTs and neuronal death, ultimately leading to AD [89]. There is a substantial 
evidence supporting ACH. Firstly, genes implicated in the hereditary form of AD (APP, PSEN1, 
PSEN2) are linked to Aβ metabolism. Secondly, people with Down’s syndrome, who carries an 
extra copy of the APP gene, develop Aβ plaques early in life, by 35 years of age [90]. However, 
ACH has been extensively criticized [91] pointing at the evidence that amyloid plaques and NFTs 
may develop independently and that these deposits might rather be a consequence of 
neurodegeneration than the cause. In response to this, alternative hypotheses for the underlying 
cause of AD have been developed, e.g., inflammation [92] and oxidative stress [93]. 
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1.2.3.3 Genetics and risk factors 

AD is genetically divided into familial (FAD) and sporadic (SAD) forms. FAD is a rare (<1%) 
autosomal dominant disease with early onset (EOAD), with a mean onset age of 45 years [82]. It 
is caused by single mutations in one of three different genes: APP, PSEN1 or PSEN2 [94]. These 
mutations generate more aggregation-prone Aβ peptides. SAD is the more widespread form of AD, 
with mean age of onset of 80 years (classifies as LOAD) [82]. The cause of SAD is unknown, 
however this form of the disease has strong association with APOE [95, 96] - a genetic risk factor 
for AD. There are three major forms of the APOE gene: ε2, ε3 and ε4, which cause the protein to 
differ with single amino acid substitutions at two positions (amino acids 112 and 158) resulting in 
apoE2 (Cys112, Cys158), apoE3 (Cys112, Arg158) and apoE4 (Arg112, Arg158) [97]. Therefore, 
there are six possible genotypes: ε2/ε2, ε2/ε3, ε2/ε4, ε3/ε3, ε3/ε4 and ε4/ε4. The ε3 allele is the 
most common (77%), while ε2 is the least frequent (8%) [98]. The amino acid changes in the apoE 
isoforms alter the protein’s structure as well as its lipid- and receptor-binding properties [99]. There 
is a differential effect of each apoE isoform on AD risk. The ε4 allele of APOE increases the risk 
of developing AD by 3 or 15 times for one or two copies of the allele, respectively [100], and lowers 
the mean age of onset by almost 10 years [96]. The ε2 allele of APOE is known to be protective 
compared with ε3 [18]. ApoE binds to Aβ in an isoform-dependent pattern (E4<E3<E2) [97] and 
affects Aβ uptake by neurons and glia (Aβ clearance) differently [99]. Lower efficiency in Aβ 
clearance by apoE4 compared with other isoforms may explain larger amyloid depositions in 
APOE-ε4 carriers. Moreover, apoE4 is also less efficient than apoE3 and apoE2 in the transport of 
cholesterol in the brain [98], which leads to a loss of synaptic integrity. ApoE isoforms also regulate 
synaptic plasticity and repair differently, where apoE4 is the least effective in synaptic repair [98]. 
ApoE4 promotes proinflammatory responses and reduces anti-inflammatory functions [99]. The 
intramolecular interaction between N- and C-terminal domains, a structural property only observed 
in apoE4, is suspected to be responsible for apoE4-associated neuropathology [98]. There are 
several possible strategies for AD therapy targeting apoE, which include restoration of the 
physiological functions of apoE, increased lipidation levels of apolipoproteins, disruption of apoE4 
domain connection, conversion of the apoE4 structure to apoE3-like molecule or upregulation of 
apoE receptors expression [98, 99]. 

Besides aging and APOE status, other risk factors for developing AD include reduced mental 
and physical activity, low education attainment, head injury, diabetes, hypertension, obesity, 
depression and smoking [101]. 

 
1.2.3.4 Diagnosis 

Diagnosis of AD involves clinical history, neuropsychological testing, brain imaging and body 
fluid analysis. However, the definite diagnosis of AD can only be made post-mortem. 

The first criteria proposed for AD diagnosis were launched in 1984 by the National Institute of 
Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related 
Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA) and was based exclusively on clinical symptoms [102]. 
These criteria classify patients into possible, probable and definite AD. 

The biological definition of AD was introduced for the first time in 2007 by the International 
Working Group (IWG) and required episodic memory disturbances and at least one abnormal 
biomarker (CSF Aβ42, CSF t-tau or p-tau, amyloid positron emission tomography (PET) or 
hippocampal volumetric MRI) [103]. Seven years later, an update of the IWG criteria was 
presented, IWG-2, which includes only CSF biomarkers together with amyloid PET, but not 
volumetric MRI, as supporting evidence of AD pathology [104].  

From 2016, tau pathology and markers of neurodegeneration are considered separately since 
individuals can have brain atrophy, but no tau deposits in the brain. Therefore, the A/T/N 
classification was introduced, where biomarkers are grouped based into brain amyloidosis (amyloid 
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1.2.3.3 Genetics and risk factors 
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1.2.3.4 Diagnosis 

Diagnosis of AD involves clinical history, neuropsychological testing, brain imaging and body 
fluid analysis. However, the definite diagnosis of AD can only be made post-mortem. 

The first criteria proposed for AD diagnosis were launched in 1984 by the National Institute of 
Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related 
Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA) and was based exclusively on clinical symptoms [102]. 
These criteria classify patients into possible, probable and definite AD. 

The biological definition of AD was introduced for the first time in 2007 by the International 
Working Group (IWG) and required episodic memory disturbances and at least one abnormal 
biomarker (CSF Aβ42, CSF t-tau or p-tau, amyloid positron emission tomography (PET) or 
hippocampal volumetric MRI) [103]. Seven years later, an update of the IWG criteria was 
presented, IWG-2, which includes only CSF biomarkers together with amyloid PET, but not 
volumetric MRI, as supporting evidence of AD pathology [104].  

From 2016, tau pathology and markers of neurodegeneration are considered separately since 
individuals can have brain atrophy, but no tau deposits in the brain. Therefore, the A/T/N 
classification was introduced, where biomarkers are grouped based into brain amyloidosis (amyloid 
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PET or CSF Aβ42), tau pathology (tau PET or CSF p-tau) and neuronal degeneration (hippocampal 
atrophy measured by MRI, temporoparietal hypometabolism indicated by 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose 
(FDG) PET, or CSF t-tau) [105].  

In 2018, the National Institute on Aging and the Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) presented 
criteria that defines AD as a pathologic process, which is identified primarily by biomarkers, while 
clinical phenotype is used for deciding the stage of the patient [106]. 

The assessment of cognitive dysfunction can be performed using screening tests, such as Mini-
Mental State Examination (MMSE). It is a 30-point questionnaire measuring memory, language, 
orientation and concentration [107]. It divides patients into three categories: cognitively intact (27-
30), mild AD (21-26) and moderate AD (12-20) [108]. 

Unfortunately, co-morbidities such as cerebrovascular disease and hippocampal sclerosis 
amongst people with AD are common features making the clinical evaluation very challenging. 

 
1.2.3.5 Biomarkers 

The core AD CSF biomarkers (Aβ42, t-tau and p-tau) reflect key elements of AD 
pathophysiology. They show 85-90% sensitivity and specificity for AD [109] and their 
abnormalities can be detected 15-20 years before the onset of clinical symptoms [82].  

Low CSF Aβ42 levels in AD patients are believed to reflect the aggregation of this hydrophobic 
peptide in amyloid plaques, with reduced amounts remaining to be secreted into the CSF [110]. 
However, the Aβ42 level in CSF depends not only on its deposition in amyloid plaques, but also on 
the patient’s total amount of Aβ peptides, which varies between individuals. Aβ40, the most 
abundant Aβ peptide in CSF, is less prone to aggregation compared with Aβ42 [111]. Thus, it is 
believed that Aβ40 is a measure of the total Aβ production. Therefore, the Aβ42/40 ratio is considered 
to compensate for individual variations in the total Aβ production [112], resulting in a higher 
performance to identify AD than CSF Aβ42 alone [113-116]. 

A high CSF level of t-tau reflects the intensity of neuronal degeneration or severity of neuronal 
damage [117], while a high CSF level of p-tau reflects tangle formation in AD in the brain [118]. 
Measurements of t-tau in CSF reflect tau protein independent of phosphorylation state, while p-tau 
only measures tau that is phosphorylated at the threonine amino acid residue 181 (p-tau 181). While, 
increased levels of t-tau in CSF are also found in other neurodegenerative disorders, a p-tau increase 
is specific for AD [119]. 

Moreover, biomarkers for synaptic dysfunction and degeneration, including neurogranin, reflect 
additional aspects of AD pathophysiology. High CSF neurogranin level is a promising novel 
biomarker candidate for synaptic loss and is specific to AD [120].  

There is no well-established and validated blood-based biomarker for AD, although lower 
Aβ42/40 [121-123] and higher p-tau 181 [124-126] plasma levels were reported to be associated with 
AD.  

Imaging biomarkers are used to monitor pathophysiological changes in the brain. MRI 
determines the degree of brain atrophy (enlarged ventricles and shrinkage of cerebral cortex). In 
AD, the entorhinal cortex followed by hippocampus and amygdala are the earliest areas affected 
by atrophy. PET scans measure emission from radiolabelled tracer molecules, thus the uptake of 
radioactive ligand in the brain. The 18F-FDG PET measures the uptake of radiolabelled glucose and 
consequently estimates the temporoparietal hypometabolism in AD brain. Additionally, PET 
tracers that bind to Aβ plaques (e.g., 11C-Pittsburgh compound B (PiB), 18F-florbetapir, 18F-
flutemetamol) and to NFTs (e.g., 18F-Genentech Tau Probe 1 (GTP1)) are gaining traction in the 
clinic. 
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1.2.3.6 Management  

There are symptomatic treatments for AD, which prevent the breakdown of acetylcholine 
(acetylcholinesterase inhibitors) or regulate the activity of glutamate (NMDA receptor antagonists) 
[94]. The first therapeutic approach, involving donepezil, rivastigmine and galantamine, is directed 
to enhance cholinergic neurotransmission by inhibiting the degradation of acetylcholine, a chemical 
messenger important for learning and memory. Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors are usually 
prescribed to treat early to moderate stages of AD. The second therapeutic approach, involving 
memantine, protects neurons from glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity. Drugs containing memantine 
and a combination of memantine and donepezil are frequently prescribed for more advanced 
symptoms (moderate-severe AD). Additionally, antipsychotic drugs may be used to treat 
behavioural changes in AD patients. However, all these treatments only temporarily mitigate AD 
symptoms and do not change the natural course of AD. To date, there is still no cure for AD. 
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1.2.4 Vascular dementia 

VaD is the second most common cause of dementia [127], accounting for around 15% of all 
dementia cases [128]. It is characterised by reduced cerebral blood supply to the brain due to the 
damage of blood vessels within this organ. Blood carries oxygen and nutrients to the brain and the 
lack of their supply causes the death of brain cells, leading to the deterioration of cognitive abilities, 
including attention, executive function, memory, thinking, language and reasoning. When the blood 
flow to the brain is blocked, a stroke, also known as brain infarct, occurs. Although the damage 
from a stroke may cause cognitive impairment, strokes do not always lead to the progression of 
VaD. There are two main types of strokes, caused by the blockage of a blood vessel (ischemic type, 
87% of all strokes) or rupture of a blood vessel supplying blood to the brain (haemorrhagic stroke) 
[129]. If the blood flow is interrupted only for a short time, it is known as a mini stroke or a transient 
ischemic attack. 

The incidence rate of VaD increases exponentially with age and doubles every fifth year after 
the age of 70 [130]. The mean survival of patients diagnosed with VaD is 3-5 years [131]. 

The first case of cerebrovascular disease as a cause of dementia was described in 1672 by 
Thomas Willis under the name post-apoplectic dementia [132]. For many years, it was incorrectly 
believed that only multiple brain infarcts are responsible for dementia and the term multi-infarct 
dementia (MID) became synonymous with VaD [133]. However, from 1991 VaD is recognised as 
a group of many syndromes related to various vascular mechanisms, where MID is only one of 
them [132]. The subtypes of VaD are defined based on the blood vessel size, origin of vascular 
occlusion, size and anatomical location of lesions and genetic background [134]. Depending on the 
size of affected blood vessels, VaD is divided into large vessel disease (LVD) and small vessel 
disease (SVD; subcortical VaD) (Fig. 6). In addition, other subtypes of VaD include strategic 
infarct dementia (infarcts in strategic locations), haemorrhagic dementia (multiple microbleeds), 
hypoperfusive dementia (hippocampal or laminar cortical sclerosis) and hereditary VaD [134, 135]. 
However, SVD accounts for most of the VaD cases [128]. The severity of cognitive impairment of 
VaD patients depends on the nature and location of the lesions, and a number of other factors, 
including age [135]. 

The use of the term “vascular dementia” is controversial, due to its highly heterogenous nature. 
Thus, the broader term of vascular cognitive impairment, which refers to any degree of cognitive 
dysfunction that is associated with vascular pathology, is believed to be more applicable [136]. 

 
1.2.4.1 Pathology 

The pathology of VaD includes either small (microangiopathy; SVD) or large 
(macroangiopathy; LVD) vessel damage. Both types can trigger ischemic or haemorrhagic strokes 
(Fig. 6) and contribute to neurological dysfunction and degeneration [137]. Although they share 
common features, they also have unique characteristics.  

SVD is an umbrella term covering abnormalities related to small blood vessels in the brain. 
These include arteriosclerosis, lacunar infarcts, white matter lesions and microbleeds [134]. 
Cerebral arteriosclerosis is characterised by thickening and hardening of the walls of cerebral 
arteries, restricting the blood flow to the brain (Fig. 6). Lacunes are small (3-15 mm) ischaemic 
infarcts caused by the blockage of tiny arteries in a deep cerebral white matter [138-140]. Most of 
the lacunar infarcts are clinically silent, where no symptoms are observed. Extensive and confluent 
white matter lesions incorporating myelin loss correspond to hyperintensities on MRI. 
Additionally, haemorrhages resulting in microbleeds are the other features of SVD [135]. Cerebral 
amyloid angiopathy (CAA), characterised by amyloid deposition in the small blood vessels in the 
brain (Fig. 6), and Binswanger’s disease, involving white matter damage and lacunar infarcts, both 
fall into the category of SVD [134]. 
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LVD involves cerebrovascular abnormalities related to larger blood vessels. Atherosclerosis is 
characterised by a build-up of fats, cholesterol and other substances in large arteries [137] (Fig. 6) 
and is strongly associated with hypercholesterolemia and cardiac disease [141]. 

Brain atrophy is commonly observed in patients with SVD and LVD [141]. 
VaD pathology overlaps to a great extent with other neurodegenerative diseases. For example, 

most of the VaD patients have AD-type pathologies such as amyloid plaques and NFTs, and pure 
VaD (cerebrovascular disease without other pathologies) accounts for only 10% of all cases [142].  
 

 
Fig. 6. Schematic picture of examples of SVD and LVD subtypes. 

 
1.2.4.2 Genetics and risk factors 

Cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy 
(CADASIL) is the most frequent heritable form of VaD caused by mutations of the NOTCH3 gene 
on chromosome 19 [143]. It is a small artery disease with extensive white matter changes [144]. 
The common manifestations of CADASIL include migraine with aura, recurrent strokes, motor 
deficits and psychiatric disturbances leading to disability and dementia in mid-life [134]. 

Fabry disease (FD) is another monogenic disorder caused by mutations in the GLA gene on 
chromosome X. It is characterised by the absence or reduction of α-galactosidase activity that leads 
to the accumulation of glycosphingolipid (globotriaosylceramide) in the vascular endothelium. 
Stroke, renal disease or cardiomyopathy are often present in FD [145]. 

Another inherited form of VaD is familial CAA and it is characterised by deposits of Aβ peptides 
into the walls of vessels resulting in leukoaraiosis, small cortical infarcts and microbleeds. The 
clinical features of CAA include cognitive impairment, spasticity, ataxia, facial paralysis and 
seizures [134]. 

There is a significant association between the APOE-ε4 allele and increased risk of VaD [145]. 
Apart from age and APOE status, the main vascular risk factors include hypertension [146] and 
diabetes [147]. Other factors are reduced physical and mental activities, alcohol intake, smoking 
and obesity [135]. 
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1.2.4.3 Diagnosis 

The definite diagnosis of VaD can only be done post-mortem and, to date, antemortem VaD 
diagnosis is mainly based on imaging criteria to visualize the presence of vascular lesions. CT or 
MRI scans are used to rule out brain tumour or NPH since these diseases can give similar symptoms 
to those of VaD. A CT scan is sufficient to detect stroke and white matter damage, while MRI, the 
more sensitive imaging, can give more details on the degree, location and extent of the 
cerebrovascular disease. The imaging techniques are also used to detect brain atrophy, mainly in 
the hippocampal area. Several diagnostic criteria focusing on neuroimaging have been developed 
to diagnose VaD. For instance, the commonly used Alzheimer’s Disease Diagnostic and Treatment 
Centers (ADDTC) criteria [148], also known as California Criteria, for VaD diagnosis requires two 
or more ischemic strokes, where at least one infarct is observed outside the cerebellum. 

Although the demonstration of abnormalities using neuroimaging is the most apparent evidence 
of vascular pathology, the medical history, and physical and mental examination may provide 
additional information. The assessment of cognitive impairments is performed using screening 
tests. Apart from MMSE examination, tests prioritising attention and executive function, the two 
most affected cognitive abilities in VaD, are more applicable for VaD diagnosis. These include the 
Montreal Cognitive Assessment scale (MoCA) [149] and the Vascular Dementia Assessment 
Scale-cognitive subscale (VADAS-cog) [150]. There is substantial overlap between the clinical 
symptoms of AD and VaD patients. However, depression and apathy are more prominent, while 
delusions and hallucinations are rare in VaD compared with AD [151, 152].   

There is a lack of well-defined standardised diagnostic criteria. The reason lies in the fact that 
VaD is not a single pathological entity, but more of an umbrella term covering a large group of 
highly heterogenous lesions with multifactorial pathogenesis [153]. Moreover, the pure VaD 
diagnosis become more challenging in elderly patients who have additional degenerative pathology 
(amyloid plaques, NFTs). The substantial overlap between AD and VaD pathologies makes it 
challenging to estimate the degree of contribution of each disease to the cognitive decline [153]. 

In the early 1990s, four sets of diagnostic criteria for VaD were published: the National Institute 
of Neurological Disorders and Stroke-Association Internationale pour la Recherche et 
l’Enseignement en Neurosciences (NINDS-AIREN) [154], the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders-IV (DSM-IV) [155], ADDTC [148] and the International Classification of 
Diseases-10 (ICD-10) [156]. However, these criteria are highly criticised since they use the 
definition of dementia based on clinical features of AD while the predominant VaD characteristics 
involve disturbances in frontal-executive functions rather than episodic memory [157]. In 2009, a 
new set of clinical and neuroimaging criteria specific for VaD was proposed to address some of the 
limitations in VaD diagnostics [135].  

 
1.2.4.4 Biomarkers 

The highly heterogenous nature of VaD has made the development of reliable fluid biomarkers 
very challenging. The potential candidates for fluid biomarkers for VaD include extensively used 
CSF/serum albumin ratio or novel platelet-derived growth factor receptor-β (PDGFRβ) [158] as 
markers for BBB damage, CSF matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and tissue inhibitor of 
metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1) for extracellular matrix (ECM) remodelling [159], CSF myelin basic 
protein and sulfatide for white matter degradation, CSF NFL and t-tau for neural degeneration, 
serum C reactive protein and interleukins for inflammation, and CSF YKL-40 for glial activation 
[160, 161]. However, none of the above fluid biomarkers are specific to VaD. Thus, they are not 
recommended for diagnostic purposes to be used in isolation. As opposed to fluid biomarkers, 
imaging biomarkers such as CT and MRI are more established and widely used to determine the 
rate of brain atrophy or vascular changes.  
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1.2.4.4 Biomarkers 

The highly heterogenous nature of VaD has made the development of reliable fluid biomarkers 
very challenging. The potential candidates for fluid biomarkers for VaD include extensively used 
CSF/serum albumin ratio or novel platelet-derived growth factor receptor-β (PDGFRβ) [158] as 
markers for BBB damage, CSF matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and tissue inhibitor of 
metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1) for extracellular matrix (ECM) remodelling [159], CSF myelin basic 
protein and sulfatide for white matter degradation, CSF NFL and t-tau for neural degeneration, 
serum C reactive protein and interleukins for inflammation, and CSF YKL-40 for glial activation 
[160, 161]. However, none of the above fluid biomarkers are specific to VaD. Thus, they are not 
recommended for diagnostic purposes to be used in isolation. As opposed to fluid biomarkers, 
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1.2.4.5 Management 

There are no approved drugs for preventing or treating VaD. The lack of treatment success is 
largely due to the heterogeneity of the disease. Most of the medications used to treat cognitive 
symptoms in AD patients, also find a use for VaD. Both acetylcholinesterase inhibitors and NMDA 
receptor antagonists appear to be effective alternative for patients with VaD [162]. Management of 
VaD risk factors, e.g., high blood pressure, high cholesterol levels, obesity, and the treatment of 
underlying conditions of heart and blood vessel diseases, e.g., coronary heart disease or peripheral 
artery disease, could prevent further cognitive decline. Antithrombotic medication, including 
antiplatelet drugs, is commonly used to prevent recurrent stroke [163].  
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1.2.5 Radiation-induced brain injury 

Prophylactic cranial irradiation (PCI) of the entire brain is a treatment used to prevent or delay 
the spread of cancer in the brain, usually given to patients with small cell lung cancer (SCLC), 
accounting for approximately 20% of all lung tumours [164]. SCLC has a clinically aggressive 
nature with a high potential for metastasis. Approximately 10% of the patients with SCLC present 
brain metastases at the time of diagnosis [165] and in more than 50% of the cases brain metastases 
are found at autopsy [166]. Even though PCI reduces the risk of brain metastasis incidence, various 
neurological and neuropsychological side effects can be observed after PCI. 

RIBI occurs in 50-90% of patients who survive six months post-irradiation [167]. RIBI is 
divided into: acute (occurs within days-weeks after irradiation), early delayed (1-6 months after) 
and late delayed injury (more than 6 months after PCI) [167]. Acute and early delayed brain injuries 
are both reversible, while late delayed injury is permanent. The cognitive impairment following 
RIBI is mainly characterised by deterioration in verbal and spatial memory, attention and problem 
solving, eventually leading to dementia [167]. 

 
1.2.5.1 Pathology 

The exact underlying pathological mechanisms following PCI are largely unknown. However, 
vascular abnormalities and demyelination belong to the predominant histological changes seen in 
RIBI [168]. 

The CNS changes develop already within hours following PCI. Early delayed brain injury 
involves mainly microvascular damage and neuroinflammation [167]. It is believed that early 
delayed reactions are primarily due to the effects of radiation on oligodendrocytes, the myelinating 
cells of the CNS [168]. Oligodendrocytes are very sensitive to irradiation and their numbers 
decrease already within a few hours following PCI [169] leading to demyelination [170]. 

Late delayed injury is not only characterised by vascular abnormalities, neuroinflammation and 
demyelination, but also involves ischemia, downregulated neurogenesis (mainly hippocampal), 
cerebral atrophy and white matter necrosis [167]. Radiation-induced vascular changes include 
thickening of vessel walls, vasodilation, perivascular astrocyte hypertrophy, vascular endothelial 
loss and reduction in blood vessel number and length [167]. These changes can trigger ischemic 
strokes [168]. Moreover, the brain irradiation induces the degradation of collagen type IV, a major 
ECM component of the BBB basement membrane, leading to BBB impairment [171]. It is observed 
that irradiated microglia activate astrocytes which in turn become hypertrophic and begin a reactive 
gliosis process [172]. This results in the expression of proinflammatory cytokines [173]. Radiation-
induced neuroinflammation, a strong inhibitor of neurogenesis, might explain the failure of 
irradiated hippocampus to generate neurons [168]. Vascular endothelial and glial loss are presumed 
to cause white matter damage leading to cognitive impairment [174].  

 
1.2.5.2 Diagnosis  

The diagnosis of brain metastases is based on patient’s medical history, mental ability tests and 
neuroimaging. The metastases originating from SCLC occur at multiple sites of the brain, but they 
tend to be located in the posterior cranial fossa [175], with lesions that can be visualized with MRI 
scans. However, this technique is not sensitive enough to detect more subtle radiation-induced 
changes in the brain. Therefore, other measures of the brain function should be applied. Of these, 
fMRI is used to estimate the blood flow, diffusion tensor imaging to detect early changes in white 
matter integrity and 18F-FDG PET to measure the brain tissue metabolism [167]. The assessment 
of radiation-induced cognitive impairment mainly involves MMSE examination. 
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1.2.5.3 Biomarkers 

Fluid biomarkers are of great clinical interest to evaluate the adverse effects during and after 
cranial radiotherapy. Even though there is no well-established biomarker to evaluate the neurotoxic 
side effects after PCI, there are several promising candidates, e.g., elevated CSF NFL levels 
reflecting neuronal injury, and decreased CSF sAPPα levels reflecting cognitive decline and 
memory dysfunction [176]. 

 
1.2.5.4 Management 

Up to now, there is no established effective treatment to reverse or terminate RIBI pathogenesis.  
However, prior to PCI, there are several clinical aspects of CNS radiation tolerance that should 

be carefully considered for each patient individually to avoid RIBI progression. These include 
volume of treated brain tissue, radiation quality, total time of radiation, radiation dose per fraction 
and the total radiation dose [168]. Additionally, age and medical history of the patient are also 
associated with the radiation tolerance of the brain tissue. 
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1.3 Extracellular matrix proteins 

An extracellular space surrounds neurons and glial cells in the brain and it is filled with ECM-
like material, including proteoglycans and glycoproteins, that strongly interact with each other 
[177]. They play important roles in regulating cell migration, neurite elongation, synaptogenesis 
and synaptic stabilization [177, 178]. 

Chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) belong to the most abundant proteoglycan family in 
the CNS [179]. Brevican and neurocan are CNS-specific CSPGs [178, 180, 181], while tenascin-R 
(TNR) and tenascin-C (TNC) are ECM glycoproteins. The principal differences between 
proteoglycans and glycoproteins are structure-based and are summarized in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Summary of differences between proteoglycans and glycoproteins. 

 
PROTEOGLYCANS 

(brevican/neurocan) 
GLYCOPROTEINS 

(TNR/TNC) 

higher carbohydrate content lower carbohydrate content 
lower protein content higher protein content 

long glycosaminoglycan side chains short oligosaccharide side chains 
elongated core protein globular core protein 

 
 

1.3.1 Brevican and neurocan 

Brevican is mostly expressed by astrocytes, while neurocan is predominantly expressed by 
neurons [182]. However, reactive astrocytes rapidly upregulate both these proteoglycans in the 
tissue surrounding a lesion site [183, 184]. The two proteins are widely distributed in many parts 
of the brain [178, 185, 186]. While brevican is expressed relatively late during the brain 
development, neurocan is instead characteristic for the more immature brain [178].  

Brevican and neurocan contain two globular domains: the N-terminal G1 and the C-terminal 
G3, which are connected by a central domain, where chondroitin sulfate (CS) glycosaminoglycan 
side chains are covalently attached [179, 180] (Fig. 7). These two structural elements have different 
functions. While the CS chains act as the main inhibitory structures of axonal outgrowth, the core 
protein has instead a promoting effect [180]. However, a great contribution of inhibitory effects 
from CS chains makes CS-bearing proteoglycans the major inhibitors of plasticity and neural 
regeneration in the adult CNS [187]. Brevican (from the Latin brevis, short) has a shorter central 
domain compared with neurocan, with fewer (1-3 [188]) or no [189] CS chains. Since brevican can 
occur without CS chains, this protein is known to be a bifunctional regulator of neurite outgrowth: 
both inhibitor and promoter [178, 180]. CS-free neurocan on the other hand does not exist [190]. 

There are two isoforms of brevican which originate from the same gene via alternative splicing: 
a major form that is secreted into the extracellular space and a minor form that lacks the C-terminal 
globular interacting domain, making it tightly attached to the cell membrane via a glycosyl-
phosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchor at Ala646 [191]. The latter isoform accounts for less than 1% of 
the brevican transcripts [178]. The size of the secreted brevican core protein corresponds to 145 
kDa [181]. Brevican is a substrate for multiple MMPs that all cleave at its central domain producing 
several fragments [192]. In humans, the characteristic site for MMP cleavage in brevican has been 
assigned to the 361A/I362 bond producing a 53 kDa N-terminal and a ~90 kDa C-terminal brevican 
fragment [193]. However, the best described protease to cleave brevican is ADAMTS [185]. In 
humans, it cleaves brevican at a single specific site at the 400E/S401 bond, producing a 55 kDa N-
terminal and a ~90 kDa C-terminal brevican fragment [193]. 
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Fig. 7. Schematic picture of the brevican/neurocan structure. Indicated masses correspond to observed 
molecular masses using immunoblotting techniques (* for secreted brevican isoform). The actual mass of the 
unmodified core protein (calculated from the sum of masses of all amino acids in the target protein using the 
UniProt database) is 99 kDa for brevican and 143 kDa for neurocan.  

 
Neurocan has no isoforms and is expressed mainly in juvenile brain giving a full-length protein 

of approximately 300 kDa, containing a 245 kDa core protein and about three CS chains [190, 194]. 
In the mature brain, proteolytic processing produces two neurocan fragments that become its major 
forms [194], an N-terminal part of 130 kDa and a C-terminal part of 150 kDa [195]. Neurocan is a 
substrate for both ADAMTS [196] and MMPs [197]. However, its ADAMTS and MMP-specific 
cleavage sites have not yet been determined in human. All variants of neurocan are secreted into 
the extracellular space.  

There are conflicting results regarding the functional relevance of brevican and neurocan in the 
brain. It is widely known that these proteins are involved in important developmental processes of 
neuronal tissue, e.g., cell migration, neurite outgrowth and synaptic plasticity. However, both 
proteoglycans were also reported to be dispensable for formation and maintenance of brain ECM 
since brevican- or neurocan-deficient mice showed no obvious defects in brain morphology [186, 
198]. Nevertheless, the same animal models displayed a similar impairment of hippocampal long-
term potentiation [186, 198]. Thus, brevican and neurocan must play an important role in synaptic 
strengthening after all [179]. 

The two proteins are upregulated in several rodent injury models of entorhinal cortex lesions 
[184, 199] and spinal cord injury [200]. Following a CNS injury, the amounts of these proteins in 
the brain are increased around the lesion and CS-bearing proteoglycans are associated with 
inhibitory effects of glial scars on axon regeneration [179, 201]. To my knowledge, brevican and 
neurocan levels in human body fluids and human brain tissue have previously not been studied in 
relation to inflicted brain injuries. 

Brevican and neurocan may also be implicated in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative 
disorders such as AD. Brevican is believed to have a neuroprotective function in AD, as neurites 
surrounded by a brevican-based perisynaptic matrix are spared from tau pathology [202]. In mouse 
models of AD brevican also appeared with shorter and fewer CS chains while the holoprotein 
variant was increased [188], with the possible role to promote axonal sprouting and functional 
recovery. Although the brevican levels were elevated in mice and human AD brain tissues 
compared with controls [203-205], its serum levels could not separate the two groups [206]. To my 
knowledge, brevican levels in CSF in relation to AD have not been reported. The expression of 
neurocan was increased in mouse model of AD [205]. However, neurocan levels in CSF did not 
differ between AD and controls [207, 208].  

Brevican and neurocan interact with a number of ECM proteins, predominantly with tenascins. 
Both are major interaction partners of TNR and TNC, although TNR appears to be the best partner 
for brevican, while TNC is the best for neurocan [177, 178, 190, 209, 210].  
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1.3.2 Tenascins 

In vertebrates, the tenascin family consists of four members: TNC, TNR, tenascin-W and 
tenascin-X [211] of which the two first are the most studied. Although TNC and TNR belong to 
same family, there are not fully homologous. The “C” in the TNC name represents “cytotactin”, 
while the “R” in TNR stands for “restrictin” as this glycoprotein is restricted to the CNS [212]. 
TNC on the other hand is present in many different tissues, such as brain, bone marrow, muscles, 
endocrine tissues, etc. [213]. TNR is produced by oligodendrocytes and neurons, but not by 
astrocytes, which in turn are the main producers of TNC [182]. While TNR shows its highest 
expression in the adult brain, TNC is most prominently expressed during the CNS development 
and is downregulated after maturation of the adult brain [214]. However, the expression can be 
increased in tissue undergoing remodelling processes, e.g., wound repair, or in pathological states 
such as inflammation, tumorigenesis or CNS injuries [214]. 

TNC is a homohexamer assembled from six subunits that vary in size (200-300 kDa) due to the 
variability in glycosylation [214]. The six monomers are connected to each other via a tenascin 
assembly (TA) domain located at the N-terminal part of TNC, thus forming a hexabrachion [215] 
(Fig. 8 A). Following the TA domain, the TNC monomer consists of a cysteine-rich domain, 14.5 
epidermal-growth factor (EGF)-like domains, eight constitutive fibronectin-type III repeats and a 
fibrinogen-like globe [215] (Fig. 8 C). The two latter are main ligands for CS proteoglycans [216]. 
In addition, TNC can have up to nine extra alternatively spliced fibronectin-type III domains. 
Hence, there are numerous isoforms of TNC, theoretically even up to 512 variants in humans [211], 
produced via alternative splicing within the fibronectin-type III repeats [214].  

TNR is a homotrimeric glycoprotein assembled from three identical monomers (Fig. 8 B) of 
similar modular structure to TNC. The TNR monomer consists of a TA domain, a cysteine-rich 
domain, 4.5 EGF-like domains, eight constitutive fibronectin-type III repeats and a fibrinogen-like 
globe [215] (Fig. 8 C). In addition, TNR can have one more extra fibronectin-type III domain, as a 
result of an alternative splicing. Thus, TNR has two major isoforms in humans: the main form (180 
kDa) and a smaller more rare form (160 kDa), which is produced either by alternative splicing [217] 
or proteolytic cleavage [218]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8. Schematic structure of TNC hexamer (A), TNR trimer (B) and individual domains within a monomer 
(C). Spliced fibronectin-type III repeats are indicated in parenthesis. 
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Fig. 8. Schematic structure of TNC hexamer (A), TNR trimer (B) and individual domains within a monomer 
(C). Spliced fibronectin-type III repeats are indicated in parenthesis. 
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Tenascins regulate the cell adhesiveness and play important roles in communication between 
neurons and glial cells [214, 219]. They can exhibit both adhesive and non-adhesive effects on 
various cell types, depending on the domain being involved [220]. For instance, most fibronectin-
type III repeats have adhesive effects, while the EGF-like domains exhibit anti-adhesive properties 
[220]. Although the intact TNC promotes neurite outgrowth overall, some of its individual domains 
have inhibitory effects on neurite growth [220]. Similarly to TNC, TNR can either promote or 
inhibit neurite outgrowth, depending on the domain being involved [221]. 

Tenascins are also involved in inflammation processes. TNC is a broad inducer of inflammation 
as its presence switches the microglial phenotype from an anti-inflammatory M2 to pro-
inflammatory M1 [222]. TNR is less well investigated in inflammation processes, but it is known 
to stimulate microglia to generate cytokines [223]. 

Comparably to proteoglycans, knock-out of TNC/TNR genes in mice models does not cause 
profound abnormalities [224, 225]. Nevertheless, a lack of tenascins revealed subtle changes [214]. 
For example, TNC knock-out mice show an increased migration and a decreased proliferation of 
oligodendrocyte precursors [226], while TNR knock-out mice show behavioural deficits [227, 228]. 

An increased expression of TNC was observed in several rodent models of cerebral cortex injury 
[229], entorhinal cortex lesion [230] and spinal cord injury [231]. Beside animal models, the 
enhanced TNC expression has been seen in human brain tissues following TBI [232, 233]. This 
increase of TNC is mainly localized around the lesion site in the brain and is associated with 
reactive astrocytes [232]. Furthermore, TNC levels were observed to be increased in serum of TBI 
patients and were associated with both trauma severity and unfavourable outcome [234]. In 
addition, TNC levels in CSF were positively correlated with SAH severity [235]. TNR also shows 
increased expression in rodent models of spinal cord injury [231] and it restricts post-traumatic 
synaptic plasticity [236]. To my knowledge, TNR levels have not previously been studied in human 
body fluids.  

Transcription of the TNC gene increases in microglia exposed to Aβ and TNC expression rises 
in AD mice models, while the Aβ plaque burden is reduced in TNC knock-out mice [237]. TNC 
deposits colocalize with and selectively surround dense core, but not diffuse, Aβ plaques [238], 
where the dense core is more closely associated with neuronal and synaptic loss in AD [239]. 
However, it is unknown if TNC is a part of the progression or the clearance processes of amyloid 
plaques. The relation between TNR and AD is largely unexplored, and previous results showed 
either increased expression of TNR in AD mice models [205] or decreased TNR levels in post-
mortem human brain tissues of AD patients [240].  
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Table 5. Changes of ECM protein concentrations in relation to healthy controls. # indicates an additional 
increase with TBI severity and unfavourable outcome. 
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1.3.3 Perineuronal nets 

The components of the ECM in the mature CNS form dense, lattice-like structures called 
perineuronal nets (PNNs), which surround neuronal bodies, dendrites and often axon initial 
segments [245]. Abundant constituents of PNNs are proteoglycans, glycoproteins and hyaluronic 
acid, which is the central polysaccharide of the neural ECM [178]. Formation of PNNs starts at 
embryonal development by the accumulation of an early type ECM, including neurocan, TNC and 
hyaluronic acid [246] and reaches its mature form around the preadolescent period [247]. Brevican, 
neurocan and TNR are highly enriched in PNN structures [182]. While the two proteoglycans and 
TNC are not essential for PNN formation [186, 198, 248], TNR-deficient PNNs become abnormal 
[249]. All elements of PNNs tightly interact with each other. CSPGs bind to hyaluronic acid via 
their N-terminal domain and to tenascins via the C-terminal domain, forming the structure of the 
lattice (Fig. 9).  

 
Fig. 9. Schematic picture of PNNs. 

Studies with knock-out mice lacking all four BCAN, NCAN, TNR and TNC genes have revealed 
significant changes of synapse development [250-252]. For example, the model shows an increase 
of excitatory, but decrease of inhibitory, synaptic molecules [252]. Such an imbalance between the 
excitation and inhibition in neural networks can result in structural changes at synapses and 
consequently neurodevelopmental abnormalities. 

Before the first report of PNN in 1989 [253], this structure was misinterpreted as a trivial 
histological artifact over 60-70 years [246]. Today, we know that PNNs are essential for normal 
brain function [246]. PNNs regulate the size of the extracellular space [254]. For example, 
involvement of brevican, which has a shorter central domain, makes the matrix tighter [180]. This 
compact structure is a repulsive barrier for approaching axons and inhibits cell migration. However, 
when the interactions between proteoglycans and other components of PNNs are disrupted, the 
matrix becomes loose, which facilitates axonal growth and cell movements [180]. PNNs are also 
important regulators of brain plasticity [179]. This structure keeps the balance between plasticity 
and tenacity in neuronal circuits by eliminating unused synapses and stabilizing synaptic contacts 
between neurons [185]. PNN deposition typically increases with brain maturation, leading to 
increased suppression of brain plasticity. These inhibitory effects may be involved in memory 
dysfunction. On the other hand, PNNs show protective properties for the neurons they surround. 
As an example, neurons ensheathed by PNNs are protected from oxidative stress [255], amyloid 
toxicity [256] and tangle pathology in AD brain [202, 257]. Although the PNN scaffold is disrupted 
following brain injury, its distribution and structure remain unchanged in AD [202]. 
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1.3.4 Metalloproteinases 

Proteolysis of the ECM has both beneficial and deleterious effects. In physiological conditions, 
a tight control of ECM remodelling is crucial to ensure homeostasis and normal functions of the 
CNS [258]. However, when ECM proteolysis becomes excessive and uncontrolled, it may lead to 
disrupted cell-cell and cell-matrix communications, which in turn contributes to pathological 
conditions [258]. The remodelling processes of the ECM are mediated by specific enzymes, 
belonging to groups such as “a disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs” 
(ADAMTS) and MMP families. These two zinc-dependent endopeptidase families share the 
metalloproteinase domain and are expressed throughout the CNS [259]. They are both main 
regulators of ECM abundance, composition and structure, and there is an accumulating evidence 
of their pivotal role in brain injury-induced pathology and neurodegeneration [260]. 
 

1.3.4.1  MMP 

The MMPs are considered to be a major class of enzymes involved in ECM degradation [261]. 
They are produced as either soluble or membrane-anchored enzymes [262]. However, the soluble 
forms can also localize to the cell surface through their binding to other cell surface-associated 
proteins [260]. In humans, there are 23 known members of MMPs, historically grouped based on 
domain organization and substrate preference into the following sub-families: collagenases (MMP-
1, -8, -13), gelatinases (MMP-2, -9), stromelysins (MMP-3, -10), matrilysins (MMP-7, -26), 
membrane-type MMPs (MT-MMPs) and other MMPs [261, 263]. MMPs are composed of four 
common domains: signal peptide, propeptide, catalytic and hemopexin domains (the latter of which 
is absent in matrilysins) (Fig. 10). However, the MMPs differ in the occurrence of additional unique 
domains within the C-terminus of the MMPs, e.g., transmembrane domain, cytosolic tail, EGF-like 
factor, immunoglobulin domain and many more [262]. 

Both glial cells and neurons secrete MMPs to the ECM as inactive proenzymes that only become 
active when the propeptide domain (containing the Cys-switch motif) is separated from the catalytic 
domain (containing the zinc-binding motif) by the disruption of Cys-zinc interaction under 
oxidizing conditions followed by autocatalytic cleavage (Fig. 10) [264]. Various MMPs can also 
activate each other, e.g., MMP-3 and -10 activate MMP-1, -7, -8 and -9 [265], MMP-2 and -13 
activate MMP-9 [260], while MMP-12 activates MMP-2 and -3 [266]. This complex network of 
cross-activations between MMPs might be the leading cause of abnormal excessive ECM 
degradation, resulting in pathological conditions [260]. In addition, MMPs can be also activated by 
other enzymes, e.g., serine proteases that directly cleave off the propeptide domain in the inactive 
proenzymes [260, 262].  

 

 
Fig. 10. The structural domains of MMPs and schematic representation of the proteolytic activation of the 
MMP proenzymes. 
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The C-terminal hemopexin domain facilitates protein-protein interactions and is involved in 
substrate specificity of MMPs [262]. However, the mechanism by which MMPs select their 
substrate is largely unknown. Brevican and neurocan are substrates for different MMPs, e.g., MMP-
2 and -3 [192, 197]. However, some of them, e.g., MMP-9, have not shown any ability to degrade 
these proteoglycans [192, 267]. TNC can also be processed by MMPs, e.g., MMP-1, -3 and -7 [268, 
269], while the ability of MMPs to degrade TNR has not been investigated. 

Among MMPs, MMP-2, -3 and -9 are the most extensively studied MMPs in the brain [260]. 
MMPs are critical for neuronal network remodelling [263]. MMPs play a crucial role in many 
physiological processes including cell proliferation and migration, axonal growth and regeneration, 
and myelinogenesis [263]. Following a brain injury, MMP activity is increased and an excessive 
proteolysis may have a detrimental contribution to BBB leakage (by digesting the tight junction 
proteins of the BBB), neuroinflammation, synaptic dysfunction, demyelination and neuronal death 
[263]. The concentrations of MMP-2, -3 and -9 have been shown to be either increased or 
unchanged in human body fluids following TBI [270-273]. Furthermore, the CSF MMP-9, but not 
MMP-2, concentrations increased with TBI severity [271]. 

MMPs exert multiple effects in neurodegenerative diseases. As an example, MMP-9 plays a 
diversified role in AD that is difficult to understand. It is upregulated in the brain tissues of AD 
patients and localized in close proximity to Aβ plaques [274]. It has also shown ability to cleave 
Aβ peptides at several sites and degrade Aβ plaques, pointing at its beneficial role in AD where it 
possibly contributes to the clearance of Aβ plaques [275]. However, Aβ can induce production of 
MMP-9 and inhibition of Aβ-induced MMP-9 activity improves the cognitive performance in mice 
[276]. The observed discrepancy of MMP-9 in AD is difficult to explain. It has been suggested that 
a latent form of MMP-9 might accumulate in the AD brain and in turn contribute to the aggregation 
of insoluble Aβ peptides in plaques, while the activated form exhibits more beneficial effects in 
AD [274]. However, the functional role of MMP-9 in AD pathogenesis needs to be further 
evaluated to draw any firm conclusion.  

As mentioned, MMP-2, -3, and -9 are the most extensively studied MMPs in the brain while the 
other MMPs stay in their shadow, largely unexplored, though many of them are also present in the 
CNS [277]. Some even showed a potential to serve as targets for therapeutic interventions in 
neurological diseases, e.g., CSF levels of MMP-10, but not MMP-2, -3, -9, are increased in AD 
compared with healthy controls [159]. In addition, CSF levels of MMP-9 and -10 are higher in VaD 
patients compared with the control group [159, 278]. 
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1.3.4.2  ADAMTS 

The ADAMTS enzymes are secreted proteases consisting of 19 members that differ in structure 
and substrate specificity. Individual members of this family differ in the number of thrombospondin 
(TSP) motifs or additional domains at the C-terminal region [189] (Fig. 11). Based on the substrate 
preference, ADAMTSs are classified into those that cleave proteoglycans (ADAMTS -1, -4, -5, -8, 
-9, -15, -20), pro-collagens (ADAMTS-2, -3, -14) and the von Willebrand factor (ADAMTS-13) 
[279]. The substrates of the remaining ADAMTSs have not yet been fully identified [280]. 

ADAMTSs consist of several domains: signal peptide, propeptide, catalytic domain (with a 
zinc-binding motif), central TSP-1 domain, cysteine-rich region and a variable number of TSP 
repeats [280] (Fig. 11). ADAMTS is initially synthesized as a proenzyme and can be activated 
intracellularly by furin that removes the propeptide domain from the catalytic domain [259] (Fig. 
11), while in their active forms they can be secreted into the ECM mainly by astrocytes, but also 
by microglia or neurons [193, 280]. None of the ADAMTSs are located in the cell membrane [281].  

ADAMTSs are expressed in many CNS structures [281]. Their expression is increased in 
response to CNS damage and is believed to be an effect of post-injury repair mechanisms, rather 
than having a harmful contribution [193]. They have a great impact on neurite growth through the 
degradation of CSPGs, with better efficacy than MMPs [282]. ADAMTS also promotes 
neuroplasticity and functional recovery after CNS injury [279]. The functions of ADAMTS 
enzymes, in addition to ECM remodelling and thus neuroplasticity, include regulation of 
inflammatory processes [280].  

The levels of ADAMTS in human AD brain tissues were either increased (ADAMTS-1) or 
unchanged (ADAMTS-5) [283], while its levels in CSF or blood are largely unexplored. 

ADAMTS-4 (aggrecanase-1, the first cloned and identified ADAMTS [193]) is the shortest and 
the only non-glycosylated ADAMTS [193]. Although it is present in many different tissues, it is 
the most abundant proteoglycanase in the brain [193, 279]. Both ADAMTS-4 and -5 cleave 
brevican in an identical pattern [192, 284], while ADAMTS-1 did not show this capability [284]. 
Neurocan can be cleaved by both ADAMTS-4 [285] and -12 [196], while TNC by ADAMTS-5 
[286]. However, whether any ADAMTS is able to cleave TNR remains unknown. 

 
 

 

Fig. 11. The structural domains of ADAMTS. 
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1.3.5 Metalloproteinase inhibitors 

ECM proteolysis needs to be tightly regulated to avoid excessive and detrimental tissue 
degradation, and the inhibitors that deactivate metalloproteinases are crucial to maintain the normal 
tissue integrity. Hence, the ratios of protease-to-inhibitor determine the overall ECM proteolytic 
activity. However, an imbalance between the proteolytic activation and inhibition can lead to the 
progression of various pathologies. This dysregulation can result from either an overexpression of 
metalloproteinases or from an insufficient control of their endogenous inhibitors [260]. 

Tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinase (TIMP) is a major inhibitor family for both MMPs and 
ADAMTSs, though its impeding mechanisms towards MMPs have been much more extensively 
studied. In humans, there are four subtypes of TIMPs (TIMP-1, -2, -3 and -4) with sizes in the 22-
29 kDa range [261]. TIMP-1 and -3 are glycoproteins, while TIMP-2 and -4 do not contain 
carbohydrates [261]. TIMP-1, -2 and -4 are all secreted, while TIMP-3 is anchored to the ECM 
[287]. All consist of two domains stabilized by internal disulphide bonds, where the N-terminal 
domain plays the major inhibitory function as it can interact with the zinc ion in the catalytic domain 
of MMPs [260, 288]. Both the isolated N-terminal TIMP domain and the full-length TIMP show 
inhibitory properties; to a stronger degree for the latter form [260]. In addition, the C-terminal 
domain of TIMPs can bind to the hemopexin domains of MMPs [260, 288]. TIMPs inhibit 
ADAMTS enzymes through similar interactions as with MMPs [260], although this mechanism is 
largely unexplored. 

The four types of TIMPs have inhibiting properties towards all MMPs, with slightly different 
affinities [261]. For example, TIMP-1 is more efficient in inhibiting the activity of MMP-3 and -9, 
while TIMP-2 mainly regulates MMP-2 [289-291]. Whereas MMPs can be inhibited by all four 
TIMPs, the majority of ADAMTS, including ADAMTS-4 and -5, are inhibited only by TIMP-3 
[292]. The reason why the four TIMPs vary in inhibitory efficacy for the different 
metalloproteinases is not fully resolved. 

Similarly to metalloproteinases, the expression of TIMPs is highly controlled during 
physiological conditions to maintain a balance in the metabolism of the ECM [287]. Under 
pathological conditions, this balance is disrupted, resulting in an uncontrolled turnover of the ECM 
[287]. TIMPs are multifunctional proteins and apart from inhibiting metalloproteinases, they also 
have several other biological functions, such as cell growth promotion, matrix binding and 
inhibition of apoptosis [287]. Some of these activities might be partially attributed to the inhibition 
of metalloproteinases, while some others are independent of metalloproteinase-inhibitory activity 
(such as cell growth activity or apoptosis suppression). 

Expression levels of TIMP-1 are elevated in rodent models of TBI [293] and its higher 
concentrations in serum are associated with TBI severity and mortality [294]. In addition, both 
TIMP-1 and -2 concentrations in CSF and serum are increased in TBI compared with healthy 
controls [271].  

TIMPs also localize around plaques and NFTs in the AD brain [295]. However, CSF and serum 
levels of neither TIMP-1 nor -2 were reported to separate AD from healthy controls [159, 278, 
296]. 
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Table 6. Changes of ECM protein concentrations in relation to healthy controls or hydrocephalus patients 
(*). # indicates an additional increase with TBI severity. The + indicates an increase compared with both 
healthy controls and with AD patients. 
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Table 7. Matrix metalloproteinases and their substrates. Grey indicates that no digestion was observed. 

 

 BCN NCN TNC TNR 

MMP-1 [192]  [269]  

MMP-2 [192]; [267] [197, 267] [268]; [269]  

MMP-3 [192, 267] [267] [268, 269]  

MMP-7 [192]  [268, 269]  

MMP-8 [192]    

MMP-9 [192, 267] [267] [268, 269]  

MMP-10 [192]    

MMP-13 [192]    

ADAMTS-1 [284]    

ADAMTS-4 [192] [285]   

ADAMTS-5 [284]  [286]  

ADAMTS-12  [196]   
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1.4 Methodology 

1.4.1 Immunoassays 

Immunoassays are used to quantify the target analytes, e.g., peptides and proteins in a biological 
sample, using antibody-antigen interactions. There are several classes of antibodies, depending on 
their structure and immune function. The immunoglobulin G (IgG) is the most abundant type and 
consists of two light and two heavy polypeptide chains, connected through disulphide bonds to 
form a Y-shaped molecule (Fig. 12). Each IgG has two antigen-binding sites (paratopes) and each 
antigen potentially has multiple epitopes. A monoclonal antibody binds to a specific epitope, while 
a polyclonal antibody is actually a collection of several antibodies, potentially recognising different 
epitopes on the same antigen.  

Immunoassays are considered relatively fast and straightforward methods. Equipment is rather 
inexpensive and widely available. However, the use of antibodies involves some pitfalls that should 
be acknowledged. Firstly, the sample properties can affect the binding affinity of the antibody to 
the target analyte (matrix effect) and antibodies might cross-react with other components present 
in the sample. However, this can be investigated and mitigated during method development. The 
standards used for the production of calibration curves are analysed in separate wells, usually not 
in the same matrix where the target analyte is present. Additionally, it is challenging to generate 
selective antibodies to distinguish between different isoforms or other modified target molecules. 
Moreover, the epitope can be hidden in the protein structure, and thus not accessible for the 
antibody.  

Immunoassays can employ a variety of different labels, which allow for the detection of target 
analytes. The typical labels are enzymes, fluorophores and electrochemiluminescent tags. 

 
Fig. 12. IgG antibody structure and its binding site to an antigen. The variable regions of antibody are marked 
in dark blue and dark red for light and heavy chains, respectively. 
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1.4.1.1  Enzyme immunoassay 

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is based on enzymatic reactions, where the 
enzyme is the detectable label. There are several types of ELISA techniques such as direct, indirect, 
sandwich, and competitive ELISA.  

The sandwich ELISA (Fig. 13) is the most common approach. It uses two antibodies (capture 
and detection) to target and quantify an antigen. In short, samples are added to pre-coated wells 
containing capture antibodies, which are specific to the target antigen. After sample addition, a 
biotinylated detection antibody is added to “sandwich” the analyte, followed by horseradish 
peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated streptavidin. The final step consists of the application of a 3,3´,5,5´-
tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate solution, which is a visualising reagent that reacts with the 
HRP enzyme. In this reaction, TMB is oxidized. Consequently, a blue by-product is produced, 
which colour intensity is proportional to the amount of HRP, and thus to the target analyte 
concentration. This reaction is stopped using a stop solution (sulphuric acid), which inactivates the 
HRP enzyme by changing the pH and at the same time the colour changes from blue to yellow. The 
results are viewed and quantified using a spectrophotometric plate reader.  

With the ELISA technique, the amount of light absorbed by the sample is measured, i.e., the 
absorbance. A spectrophotometer consists of three major components: a light source, a 
monochromator and a detector. The light source emits light with a broad range of wavelengths, 
which is filtered by the monochromator to a narrower wavelength range. The sample, placed 
between the monochromator and the detector, absorbs a fraction of the light and the signal, 
expressed in unit-less absorbance, is calculated from this fraction. 
 
 

 
Fig. 13. Sandwich ELISA. 
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1.4.1.2  Fluorescent immunoassay 

The fluorescent xMAP technology is a bead-based immunoassay (Fig. 14) and a multiplex 
alternative to ELISA, although it can also be used for singleplex analysis. Instead of an enzyme, it 
uses a fluorophore as a detectable label that absorbs and re-emits absorbed light at specific 
wavelengths. 

In this method the capture antibodies are attached to magnetic beads (6.5 µm in size), which in 
turn are colour coded to enable their differentiation from each other, which is needed for 
multiplexing. The combinations of different concentrations of red and infrared fluorophores can 
create up to 500 distinct beads (FLEXMAP 3D), each recognising a different analyte. However, 
the maximal reading capacity for fluorescent MAGPIX imager is limited to 50 bead sets, meaning 
that 50 different analytes can be detected within a single sample. 

In the multiplex format, a sample containing the target analyte is added to the mixture of 
antibody-coated beads. Next, a cocktail of biotinylated detection antibodies is added, followed by 
phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated streptavidin. The final step consists of the application of a delivery 
medium prior to reading. A magnet in the fluorescent imager captures and holds the magnetic beads 
in a monolayer, where two light-emitting diodes (LEDs) illuminate the beads. The red LED (635 
nm) excites the inner fluorescent dyes of the beads and thus identifies the bead region and in turn 
determines the analyte that is being detected. If the target analyte is present, the green LED (525 
nm) recognises the fluorophore and determines the magnitude of the PE-derived signal, which is in 
proportion to the amount of the captured analyte. The image is recorded with a charge-coupled 
device camera and the results are viewed and quantified using a fluorescence imager.  

 
 

 
Fig. 14. Bead-based multiplex fluorescent immunoassay. 
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1.4.1.3  Electrochemiluminescence immunoassay 

Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) immunoassays (Fig. 15) use luminescence produced during 
electrochemical reactions to quantify the target analytes. Here, the detectable label is an 
electrochemiluminescent tag. 

Capture antibodies are immobilized on the working carbon electrodes, placed at the bottom of 
the assay plate. Sample containing the target analyte is added followed by detection antibodies 
labelled with an electrochemiluminescent label (called sulfo-tag, a ruthenium complex). Next, a 
Tris-based buffer containing tripropylamine (TPA) is added to provide an appropriate chemical 
environment for ECL. 

In the detection imager instrument system, a voltage is applied to the plate’s electrodes oxidizing 
both TPA and ruthenium. During the ECL reaction, TPA serves as a reductant and transfers an 
electron to ruthenium. When the excited ruthenium returns to the ground state, it emits a photon. 
The intensity of the emitted light is measured to quantify analytes in the sample. 

ECL immunoassays can be used in both singleplex and multiplex formats (up to 10-plex in each 
well), where capture antibodies against specific target analytes are either coated on one or several 
different electrodes in a single well, respectively.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 15. Electrochemiluminescence multiplex immunoassay. 
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1.4.2 Fluorescence/Förster resonance energy transfer 

Fluorescence or Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a distance-dependent physical process, 
where a light source excites a donor fluorophore and the exited state of energy is transferred from 
the donor molecule to an acceptor molecule (quencher chromophore) (Fig. 16). The excited 
fluorophore then returns to the ground state without emitting light. This energy transfer is only 
possible when both the donor and acceptor molecules are close to each other (1-10 nm) and when 
the emission spectrum of the excited fluorophore overlaps with the absorption spectrum of the 
acceptor. However, if donor and acceptor are separated from each other, e.g., after enzymatic 
cleavage, the excited fluorophore is no longer quenched and a fluorescent signal is produced.  
 
 

 

 

Fig. 16. Schematic representation of the FRET mechanism. 
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1.4.3 Mass spectrometry-based proteomics 

Proteomics is the large-scale study of proteins in biological samples. MS is the main technique 
utilised in proteomics. The analysis involves detection, identification and quantification of a large 
diversity of proteins and protein variants. Characterisation of these biomolecules may contribute to 
the further comprehension of their dynamics, interactions and functions. Sample preparation 
combined with chromatographic separation techniques and MS analysis provide highly sensitive 
measurements for investigation of proteins and protein variants in biological samples. 

1.4.3.1 Sample preparation 

Sample preparation prior to MS-based analysis is essential to detect and quantify proteins and 
protein variants of interest in a complex mixture of other biomolecules. It is a crucial step in the 
protein analysis workflow to reduce the sample complexity as the more abundant species can 
suppress signals from less abundant ones. Typically, this can be done by adding one or more sample 
preparation steps prior to MS analysis to remove unwanted species, such as salts, or to induce 
enzymatic digestion. Although sample preparation is important to improve the detection sensitivity, 
it should be noted that every additional step in the sample treatment might cause the loss of analytes. 
In addition, efficient sample preparation requires a profound knowledge about the target molecules 
and the biological sample. 

 
1.4.3.1.1 Immunoprecipitation 

Immunoprecipitation (IP) is a purification method used to isolate a target analyte out of a 
complex sample matrix, e.g., CSF or blood, using antibodies specific for the particular peptide or 
protein of interest (Fig. 17). 

In this method, a primary antibody designed to target the antigen is immobilized on small (1-4 
μm diameter), spherical magnetic beads, pre-coated with a secondary antibody from a different 
species. The remaining unbound antibody is removed in multiple washing steps. Next, the sample 
containing the target analyte is incubated with the antibody-bead complex, where the antigen binds 
to the primary antibody. During several washing steps, separation of the analyte of interest from 
the rest of the proteins in the sample matrix occurs due to the presence of a magnet retaining the 
beads. In a final step, the analyte is eluted from the antibody-bead complex.  

IP is a sample preparation step preceding further analysis using, e.g., MS. It is used to enrich 
the target analytes out of a solution containing many other proteins, that are at much higher 
concentration than the analyte of interest; at the same time, the sample complexity is drastically 
reduced.  

 
Fig. 17. Immunoprecipitation procedure. 
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1.4.3.1.2 Protein digestion 

Prior to MS analysis, proteins are often broken down into peptides, in order to increase detection 
sensitivity and solubility. The most used protease for protein digestion is trypsin, due to its high 
proteolytic activity and stability. In addition, it frequently produces peptides of suitable size for MS 
analysis. Trypsin cleaves peptides at the carboxyl side of arginine and lysine residues, except when 
either is followed by a proline. Different proteases can also be mixed, e.g., trypsin with Lys-C, for 
a more efficient digestion on the C-terminal side of lysine. There are other proteases that can be 
used when trypsin is unsuitable, one of them is Asp-N that cleaves peptide bonds at the amino 
terminal side of preferentially aspartic, but also glutamic acid residues. Protease induced digestion 
can be followed by sample purification using, e.g., solid phase extraction (SPE). 

 
1.4.3.1.3 Solid phase extraction 

SPE is an extraction technique used for compound concentration and purification by removing 
sample matrix such as salts, which might interfere with the MS analysis. The compounds can be 
retained by the sorbent in different ways, e.g., using reversed phase, where the analytes of interest 
are purified according to their hydrophobicity. Here, the liquid phase is more or less polar (e.g., 
water or methanol, respectively), while the stationary phase is more hydrophobic consisting of 
either silica-based sorbents with, e.g., C18 functional groups (traditional SPE) or hydrophilic-
lipophilic balanced (HLB) particles (e.g., Oasis HLB). The HLB sorbent is made of a co-polymer 
(combining a balanced amount of hydrophilic and lipophilic monomers) and has higher recovery 
for polar analytes than the traditional silica-based sorbents. An additional advantage of HLB-based 
SPE is that the sorbent beds do not dry out. 

The components are separated using a four-stepwise elution using vacuum, as shown in Fig. 18: 
1) conditioning with e.g., methanol and subsequent equilibration of the surface with water; 2) 
loading, where all apart from the most hydrophilic analytes in the sample interact with the more 
hydrophobic sorbent, while the solvent and other very hydrophilic substances pass through the 
cartridge; 3) washing with water to remove further hydrophilic interferences; 4) elution of all 
analytes with methanol. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 18. Stages of solid phase extraction (courtesy of Al-Karawi, Dheyaa Hussein). 
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1.4.3.2 Liquid chromatography 

Liquid chromatography (LC) provides a separation of the sample compounds and can be used 
prior to MS analysis, in order to reduce complexity of the sample mixture. Samples are injected 
and carried by the mobile phase at a steady rate under a high pressure through the system. When 
the sample passes through the column, the sample compounds will interact according to their 
physicochemical properties with the stationary phase of the column and a separation takes place. 
In the case of reversed phase LC, the stationary phase is made of a hydrophobic solid adsorbent 
material, such as porous silica particles with hydrophobic carbon chains attached, that has a stronger 
affinity for hydrophobic compounds (Fig. 19). Thus, the most hydrophilic molecules will be eluted 
first as they interact with the stationary phase with the least affinity. Increasing the concentration 
of organic solvent (i.e., acetonitrile or methanol) in the mobile phase reduces stationary phase-
molecular hydrophobic interactions and enables the hydrophobic molecules to elute from the 
column. 

In high-performance LC (HPLC), the size of the column particles is smaller and they are more 
uniform compared with the earlier standard LC. HPLC operates at high pressure (up to 400 bar), 
creating more constant flow rates resulting in more reproducible results with higher resolution 
(narrow, better separated peaks) in a shorter time of analysis. Even higher pressure (over 1000 bar) 
can be achieved using ultra-high-performance LC (UHPLC) that contains even smaller particles in 
the column (less than 2 µm). 

An HPLC can be operated at different rates depending on the purpose of the experiment: 
common flows for protein analyses are nanoflow (nanoliters per minute) or microflow (microliters 
per minute). Nanoflow offers high sensitivity and it is mostly used for explorative purposes, while 
microflow is less sensitive but more robust and faster, and thus suitable for high-throughput 
targeted assays. 

Fig. 19. Reverse phase liquid chromatography. The molecules that are more hydrophobic (green) bind 
stronger to the hydrophobic stationary phase, while hydrophilic molecules (blue) bind weaker and elute 
earlier. 
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1.4.3.3 Mass spectrometry 

A mass spectrometer consists of three major parts: an ion source, a mass analyser and a detector. 

1.4.3.3.1 Electrospray ionisation source 

An ion source transfers molecules into gas phase ions. For example, it can be an interface 
between the liquid chromatograph and a mass spectrometer, converting the liquid-phase to the gas-
phase required in the mass spectrometer. Non-destructive ionisation methods are important to 
analyse intact biomolecules without significant sample degradation. One of the most commonly 
used soft ionisation processes is electrospray ionisation (ESI) (Fig. 20).  

Here, the sample, dissolved in a polar, volatile solvent, flows to a needle at the end of the 
capillary. High voltage is applied between the needle and the nozzle causing the liquid to form a 
conical shape called a Taylor cone. The strong electric field leads to the formation of charged 
droplets. Further, the capillary needle is heated and surrounded by a warm flow of nitrogen gas 
facilitating desolvation and droplet shrinkage. In addition, the nozzle consists of a heated transfer 
tube, which further assists the desolvation, resulting in the formation of single ions in gas-phase. 
However, the exact mechanism for gas-phase ion production is still not fully understood. 

 

 

Fig. 20. Schematic of an electrospray ionisation source (courtesy of Ann and Gunnar Brinkmalm). 
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1.4.3.3.2 Mass analysers 

Separation of ions (according to their mass-to-charge ratio, m/z) can be achieved in a mass 
analyser, such as a quadrupole or an orbitrap.  

The quadrupole (Fig. 23 A) consists of four rods with hyperbolic surfaces, electrically connected 
in pairs of opposite potentials. Ions of interest are selected by applying a combination of potentials 
(radiofrequency and direct current) to the rods matching the desired m/z. Ions with matching m/z 
will have a stable trajectory between the rods and pass through, while ions of other m/z are filtered 
away. When acting as a filter, the quadrupole provides high capacity and sensitivity, but 
comparatively low resolution and mass accuracy. 

The orbitrap (Fig. 23 C) consists of a central inner electrode and an outer electrode. The outer 
electrode is split in two, separated by an insulating material. A voltage is applied between the 
central and outer electrodes producing an electric field. Ions trapped in this field will revolve around 
the central electrode in an orbital motion and at the same time oscillate along the axis. The 
frequency of the back and forth oscillations depends on the ions’ m/z and the ions induce an electric 
image current in one of the outer electrodes that act as detector. Thus, the orbitrap serves as both 
mass analyser and detector. The orbitrap provides very good resolution and mass accuracy, but 
lower capacity and sensitivity compared with a quadrupole. 

1.4.3.3.3 Detectors 

In the image-current detection used in the orbitrap, the current induced in the outer electrodes 
in the orbitrap is converted to a frequency spectrum using Fourier transformation, a mathematical 
operation that transfers signals from the time domain to the frequency domain (Fig. 21). Mass 
spectra are then obtained through a simple relationship between frequency and m/z (Fig. 21). 

 
Fig. 21. Schematic of the Fourier transformation (courtesy of Gunnar Brinkmalm).  
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1.4.3.3.4 Q Exactive hybrid instrument 

Several types of mass analysers can be combined to form a hybrid instrument, e.g., the Q 
Exactive (Thermo Fisher Scientific), which has both a quadrupole and an orbitrap (Fig. 22). Hybrid 
instruments combine the strengths of the individual analysers. Here, the quadrupole plays a mass 
filtering role with high capacity, while the orbitrap functions as both a mass analyser and detector 
providing high-resolution measurements with high mass accuracy.  
 

 

Fig. 22. Schematic of the Q Exactive hybrid quadrupole-orbitrap instrument.  

A mass spectrometer can be operated using several acquisition (scan) modes. A “full scan” 
provides a mass spectrum of all analytes. In the tandem MS (MS/MS) scan mode, an ion (precursor 
ion) is selected for fragmentation and then the product ions are analysed. When acquiring a full 
scan in the Q Exactive, all ions pass through the quadrupole, are collected in the C-trap and then 
injected to the orbitrap for m/z separation and detection. For MS/MS, ions are first selected in the 
quadrupole mass filter and only selected ions travel through. They are then accumulated in the C-
trap and further injected into the “higher-energy collisional dissociation” (HCD) cell, where they 
are subjected to collisions with nitrogen gas molecules. Next, produced fragment ions are ejected 
from the HCD cell, collected in the C-trap and injected to the orbitrap for analysis and detection. 

An explorative proteomic analysis is often performed using so-called data-dependent 
acquisition. Here, the mass spectrometer generates a full scan mass spectrum and next acquires 
several MS/MS spectra of the ions with highest intensity. This procedure is then repeated 
throughout the whole acquisition. The information from both full scans and MS/MS scans are then 
combined and used to identify fragments by performing searches against protein databases.  

For quantitative analysis, a targeted approach is commonly used. Here, a number of compounds 
are preselected for fragmentation and only the selected ions are measured. One type of targeted 
approach is parallel reaction monitoring (PRM), which is used with the Q Exactive. 
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1.4.3.4 Parallel reaction monitoring 

PRM is a mass spectrometric method that can be performed on certain hybrid instruments, such 
as the Q Exactive. Here, a precursor ion is selected and fragmented after which the product ions are 
monitored in parallel. The quadrupole is used to isolate a precursor ion (Fig. 23 A), which is then 
fragmented in the HCD cell (Fig. 23 B), and the resulting product ions are transferred to the 
orbitrap, where a fragment ion mass spectrum is recorded (Fig. 23 C).  

Stable isotope-labelled peptides can be used as internal standards (IS) for MS-based 
quantification. They are typically synthetic peptides with incorporated stable isotopes, e.g., 13C 
and/or 15N. Sample peptides and labelled peptides have identical chemical properties, but differ in 
mass. Since these peptides are chemically equivalent, they will be affected in the same way in the 
HPLC separation and in the ionisation.  
 

 

 

Fig. 23. Schematic of the parallel reaction monitoring. 
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2 AIM 

2.1 Overall aim 

The main aims are to identify and quantify ECM proteins, and to characterise their proteolytic 
processing in human body fluids in relation to various inflicted brain injuries and neurodegenerative 
disorders. 

2.2 Specific aims 

Paper I: to investigate if brevican, neurocan, TNC and TNR in ventricular CSF and serum are 
associated with functional outcome and longitudinal changes following TBI; and to compare the 
levels of ECM proteins in TBI patients with healthy controls in serum and a non-TBI group (iNPH) 
in CSF using various ELISAs. 
 
Paper II: to evaluate protein fragment patterns of brevican and neurocan in ventricular CSF of TBI 
and iNPH patients using tryptic peptides in an MS-based panel; to investigate ADAMTS-derived 
peptides in CSF; and to study ADAMTS-like enzymatic activity in CSF in relation to TBI and 
iNPH using a quenched fluorescent substrate. 
 
Paper III: to study the dynamics of various MMPs in ventricular CSF of TBI and iNPH patients 
in relation to clinical outcome and longitudinal changes following brain injury using fluorescent 
immunoassays.  
 
Paper IV: to evaluate lumbar and ventricular CSF levels of brevican, neurocan, MMPs and TIMP-
1 in iNPH patients in relation to shunt surgery using an MS-based panel and fluorescent or 
electrochemiluminescent immunoassays. 
 
Paper V: to quantify brevican and neurocan proteolytic peptides in lumbar CSF of patients with 
AD and VaD in comparison with healthy controls using an MS-based panel. 
 
Paper VI: to quantify brevican, neurocan, TNC and TNR in lumbar CSF of patients with AD 
compared with healthy controls using various ELISAs.  
 
Paper VII: to evaluate the effects of cranial irradiation in SCLC patients on brevican and neurocan 
levels in lumbar CSF using ELISAs. 
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3 MATERIALS  

3.1 Ethical approval 

All the work included in this thesis was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki, the 
formal statement of ethical principles for medical research involving human material, developed 
by the World Medical Association. Additionally, sample collections were performed according to 
the ethical permissions approved by the regional ethical committees. The TBI cohort (papers I-
III) received ethical approval from the Regional Ethical Board in Stockholm (#2005/1526/31/2), 
while the iNPH cohort (papers I-IV) was approved by the Regional Ethical Board in Gothenburg 
(154-05). In addition, serum control samples from healthy individuals (paper I) were obtained in 
accordance with the Regional Ethical Board in Gothenburg (823-14). The CSF samples collected 
from healthy controls as well as AD and/or VaD patients were approved by the Regional Ethical 
Board in Gothenburg (091-99/T 479-11 and S496-99) (paper V) or the Regional Ethical Board in 
Lund (695/2008) (paper VI). For the RIBI-based study (paper VII), the use of CSF samples was 
approved by the Regional Ethical Board in Gothenburg (194-07). 

Before any experimental work was undertaken, the ethical risk within each research project was 
considered by comparing the beneficial effects of the work with the potential risk of harm. 
Voluntary written informed consents were obtained from participants or, if incapable, from their 
proxy, prior to the inclusion in the study. The consumption of biological material was kept as low 
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The control participants included in the various studies were from different cohorts. In paper I, 
healthy controls were recruited by advertisement, primary for the purposes to study sleep 
deprivation [307]. In paper V, the control group consisted of healthy individuals with no subjective 
symptoms of cognitive dysfunction and, for cohort 1, also cognitively stable MCI patients. Paper 
VI included clinically diagnosed healthy controls. In paper VII, CSF samples from healthy 
controls were collected at the time of preparation for spinal anaesthesia prior to knee surgery. 

The TBI cohort (papers I-III) included patients suffering from acute brain trauma and requiring 
neuro-critical care as well as ICP monitoring. They were recruited at the Karolinska University 
Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden. The cohort included follow-up measurements (up to 14 days after 
TBI) of both ventricular CSF and serum samples. Functional outcome was defined by the GOS 
[28], assessed one year after brain injury.  

The iNPH cohort (papers I-IV) included iNPH patients recruited and diagnosed according to 
international guidelines [59] at the Hydrocephalus Unit at the Sahlgrenska University Hospital, 
Gothenburg, Sweden. Severity of the disorder was staged using iNPH scale [72] before and four 
months after shunt surgery. Lumbar and/or ventricular CSF samples were collected. 

The AD patients were recruited at the following Swedish Memory Clinics: in Falköping (paper 
V cohort I), at the Sahlgrenska University Hospital in Mölndal (paper V cohort II) and at the Skåne 
University Hospital in Malmö (paper VI). All AD patients met the diagnostic criteria of dementia 
[308] and of probable AD as defined by NINCDS-ADRDA [102].  

The VaD cohort (paper V) included patients recruited at the Swedish Memory Clinic in 
Falköping (cohort I) and at the Sahlgrenska University Hospital in Mölndal (cohort II). They 
fulfilled the diagnostic criteria of dementia [308] together with the requirements for VaD by 
NINDS-AIREN [154] or, more specifically, for SSVD established by Erkinjuntti [309]. 

The RIBI cohort (paper VII) included histologically confirmed SCLC, who were eligible for 
PCI at the Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden. The cohort included follow-up 
measurements (three and 12 months after PCI). Three patients were diagnosed with brain 
metastases at follow-up.  
 

3.3 Sample collection 
 
Lumbar CSF was collected according to standardised procedures [5], where CSF was sampled 

through a lumbar puncture procedure between the L3/L4 or L4/L5 vertebral interspace (Fig. 1). 
Ventricular CSF was collected via an EVD procedure, through the insertion of a catheter into the 
ventricular system of the brain (Fig. 2). For both types of CSF, insoluble material was removed by 
centrifugation at 2,000 × g at +4 °C for 10-15 min. Following that, the supernatant was aliquoted 
into polypropylene tubes and stored at -80 °C pending analysis. 

Blood was collected through arterial lines. Serum was obtained by centrifugation at 2,500 × g 
at +4 °C for 10 min to pellet down the clotting factors. The resulting supernatant was aliquoted in 
polypropylene tubes and stored at -80 °C pending analysis.  
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4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

4.1 ELISAs targeting ECM proteins 

Sandwich ELISA was used in papers I, VI and VII to quantify various ECM proteins in human 
body fluids. 

Commercially available sandwich ELISA kits (RayBiotech, Norcross, GA, USA) were utilised 
to measure concentrations of brevican, neurocan, TNC and TNR in CSF and serum (however, TNR 
was not detectable in serum) (Table 9). The analyses were performed according to the instructions 
from the manufacturer. Epitope mapping was not performed by the company, but the binding site 
for the brevican detection antibody was examined using IP-MS and determined to be between aa 
85 - 274 (Fig. 24). Unfortunately, it was not possible to investigate the epitope binding of the 
capture brevican antibody, as it was precoated to the assay plate and separate purchase was not 
possible. 

In addition, an in-house developed ELISA based on commercially available antibodies (US 
Biological Life Sciences, Salem, MA, USA) was used for the quantification of brevican in CSF 
(see paper I for detailed description). Also in this case the brevican epitopes recognised by the 
antibodies used in the in-house ELISA were unknown, and therefore the binding sites for both 
capture and detection antibodies were examined using IP-MS. The MS-based results from CSF 
revealed that when using the capture antibody, only peptides from the C-terminal part of the 
brevican (spanning aa 718-841) are detected, while for the detection antibody only peptides from 
the N-terminal part (spanning aa 23-429) are observed (Fig. 24). These antibodies were also used 
in the analysis of brevican fragment patterns (sections 4.5 and 5.1; paper II and paper V). In brief, 
for the in-house ELISA, 96-well strip microplates were coated with monoclonal mouse antibody 
against human brevican in carbonate buffer overnight at +4 °C. After washing with phosphate-
buffered saline/Tween 20-based buffer (PBS-T), wells were blocked with bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) in PBS-T solution for one hour. As a calibrator, recombinant brevican full-length standard 
was used. Following the serial dilutions, calibrators were further diluted 1:2 in BSA-PBS-T on the 
plate to a final concentration range of 0.08-5 ng/mL. CSF samples and quality controls were diluted 
1:8 in BSA-PBS-T. Thus, the dilution of samples was 1:4 compared with the calibrators (Table 9). 
After washing, samples and calibrators were incubated on a plate for one hour, and then the plate 
was washed again. For the detection biotinylated monoclonal mouse anti-human brevican antibody 
was added to the wells and incubated for two hours. After additional washes, the plate was 
incubated with enhanced streptavidin-HRP for 30 min. Following further washes, the plate was 
incubated with TMB substrate in darkness for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 
sulphuric acid and the absorbance was read in a Sunrise microplate absorbance reader (Tecan, 
Männedorf, Switzerland) at 450 nm with 650 nm as reference wavelength. A four-parameter 
logistic regression was used for standard curve-fitting analysis.  

Further, another in-house ELISA assay targeting brevican, which uses in-house produced 
monoclonal mouse antibodies (synthetic peptide used for immunisation: aa 879 - 895, for both 
capture and detection antibodies), was established in CSF. The development of the assay involved 
the analysis of best antibody pairs, antibody dilutions, standard peptide dilutions, use of different 
detergents, tests of stability and parallelism. However, this assay requires much more CSF volume 
than the other in-house and commercially available brevican ELISAs. It is a big disadvantage of 
the assay, if the sample volume is a limitation. Thus, this assay was not utilised in the studies. 
However, the in-house produced antibodies were used in the analysis of brevican fragment patterns 
(sections 4.5 and 5.1; paper II). 
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Table 9. Summary of ELISAs used in the studies. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 24. Binding sites of the brevican-targeting antibodies. 

 

 

 

 

 Brevican 
(commercial assay) 

Brevican  
(in-house assay) 

Neurocan TNC TNR 

Capture 
antibody 

Monoclonal mouse 
IgG anti-brevican 
(immunogen:  
aa 23-911) 

Monoclonal mouse 
IgG anti-brevican 
(immunogen:  
aa 23-911) 

Polyclonal sheep 
IgG anti-neurocan 
(immunogen:     
aa 23-1321) 

Monoclonal rat  
IgG anti-TNC 
(immunogen:        
aa 186-625) 

Polyclonal goat  
IgG anti-TNR 
(immunogen:  
aa 34-1358) 

Detection 
antibody 

Polyclonal sheep 
IgG anti-brevican 
(immunogen:  
aa 23-911) 

Monoclonal mouse 
IgG anti-brevican 
(immunogen:  
aa 23-911) 

Polyclonal sheep 
IgG anti-neurocan 
(immunogen:     
aa 23-1321) 

Polyclonal goat  
IgG anti-TNC 
(immunogen:         
aa 186-625) 

Polyclonal goat  
IgG anti-TNR 
(immunogen:  
aa 34-1358) 

Calibrator Recombinant 
brevican protein 
(aa 23-911) 
0.041-10 ng/mL 

Recombinant 
brevican protein 
(aa 23-911) 
0.08-5 ng/mL 

Recombinant 
neurocan protein  
(aa 23-1321) 
0.41-40 ng/mL 

Recombinant 
TNC protein  
(aa 23-625)  
2.5-600 pg/mL 

Recombinant  
TNR protein  
(aa 34-1358)  
0.2-50 ng/mL 

CSF 
dilution 

1:400 1:4 1:10 1:2 1:2 

Serum 
dilution 

1:2 Not detectable 1:2 1:500 Not detectable 

Paper I (CSF) 

VI (CSF) 

VII (CSF) 

I (CSF) I (CSF, serum) 

VI (CSF) 

VII (CSF) 

I (CSF, serum) 

VI (CSF) 

I (CSF) 

VI (CSF) 
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4.2 Fluorescent immunoassays targeting MMPs 

This method was used in paper III and paper IV to quantify various MMPs simultaneously 
within a single CSF sample. Here, commercially available Milliplex MAP Human MMP magnetic 
bead panels (EMD Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA, USA) were applied (Table 10). 

 
Table 10. Investigated MMPs in paper III and paper IV. 

 
 

MMP PANEL Paper III Paper IV 

I: HMMP1MAG-55K MMP-3, -12, -13  

II: HMMP2MAG-55K MMP-1, -2, -7, -9, -10 MMP-1, -2, -9, -10 

 
 
MMP-7 was excluded from the MMP panel I in paper IV due to its high variability in the 

previous study (paper III).  
The analyses were performed according to the instructions from the manufacturer. The antibody 

information is proprietary by the company. In brief, calibrators and CSF samples, diluted 1:2 in 
PBS-T-based assay buffer, were incubated with a mixture of antibody-coated magnetic beads on 
the pre-washed 96-well plate for two hours. Next, washing procedure was performed with the PBS-
T-based buffer using an automated magnetic plate washer. Then, a cocktail of biotinylated detection 
antibodies was added to the wells and incubated for one hour, followed by the addition of PE-
conjugated streptavidin for 30 min. After subsequent washes of the plate, the beads were briefly 
resuspended on a plate shaker using delivery medium. The fluorescent intensities were read using 
a fluorescence imager (Luminex MAGPIX xMAP 200, Luminex Corp., Austin, TX, USA). A five-
parameter logistic regression was used for standard curve-fitting analysis. 
 
4.3 ECL immunoassay targeting TIMP-1 

This method was used in paper IV to quantify TIMP-1 in human CSF. Here, a commercially 
available singleplex was applied (MSD Multi-Array, Meso Scale Discovery, Rockville, MD, USA). 

The analyses were performed according to the instructions from the manufacturer. The 96-well 
plate was precoated with mouse monoclonal capture antibody raised against the whole TIMP-1 
protein. CSF samples, 1:36 diluted in PBS-T-based buffer, and calibrators (a full-length 
recombinant TIMP-1 protein) were all further diluted 1:2 in PBS-T-based buffer on a plate, and 
incubated for two hours. After subsequent washes with PBS-T, the plate was incubated for another 
two hours with sulfo-tag-labelled polyclonal goat detection antibody also raised against whole 
TIMP-1 protein. Following another washing step, the samples were dispensed with Tris-based 
buffer immediately prior to reading with a QUICKPLEX SQ 120 reader (Meso Scale Discovery, 
Rockville, MD, USA). A four-parameter logistic regression was used for standard curve-fitting 
analysis. 
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4.4 ADAMTS-like enzymatic activity 

The FRET method was used in paper II to identify ADAMTS-like enzymatic activity in CSF. 
The synthetic quenched FRET peptide (Bachem, Bubendorf, Switzerland) contained a brevican 
sequence with the ADAMTS cleavage site at 400E/S401 and five amino acids before and after the 
cleavage site (Fig. 25). The FRET peptide incorporates the donor (2-aminobenzoyl (Abz)) at one 
end and the acceptor (2,4-dinitrophenyl (Dnp) coupled to the ε-NH2 of a lysine) on the other end of 
the peptide. 

 

 
Fig. 25. FRET brevican peptide containing the ADAMTS cleavage site and Abz/Dnp donor/acceptor pair. 
 

The detailed assay description can be found in paper II. In brief, in each well of a black 96-
well microplate the quenched FRET peptide and 1:2 prediluted CSF were mixed in equal 
proportions. In addition, the following controls were separately placed on the plate: assay buffer or 
1:2 diluted quenched FRET peptide, or 1:4 diluted CSF quality control sample. On top of the 
surface of all the samples, mineral oil was added to prevent evaporation. The developing 
fluorescence was recorded overnight at 37 °C on a Spectramax Gemini XPS microplate reader 
(Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA, USA) using excitation wavelength of 320 nm and emission 
wavelength of 420 nm. The slope values of quenched FRET peptide and CSF quality control sample 
were subtracted from the slope values of the study samples.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abz – A – T – E – S – E
400 

– 
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S – R – G – A – I – K(Dnp)-NH2       
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4.5 Explorative MS-based analyses of brevican 

Explorative MS-based analyses were performed to identify ADAMTS-derived brevican 
peptides in CSF (paper II) and to evaluate the brevican fragment pattern in CSF (papers II and 
paper V). 

In both approaches, IP was used to purify brevican, either from CSF or from recombinant 
brevican standard solution (R&D, Minneapolis, MN, USA). This was followed by either Asp-N or 
trypsin digestion, or no enzymatic digestion. Such prepared samples were then analysed by reversed 
phase nanoflow LC-MS using a Dionex 3000 LC system coupled to a Q Exactive hybrid 
quadrupole-orbitrap high resolution mass spectrometer with ESI (both Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
See paper II and paper V for details.  

Briefly, N- or C- terminal anti-brevican antibodies (US Biological Life Science, Salem, MA, 
USA), or C-terminally directed in-house anti-brevican antibodies were all separately incubated with 
magnetic beads for one hour. The remaining unbound antibody was removed by washing with PBS-
based buffer. To each antibody-conjugated bead suspensions, either CSF pool or recombinant full-
length brevican standard (R&D, Minneapolis, MN, USA) were added and incubated for one hour. 
A KingFisher magnetic particle processor (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to perform several 
washing steps and subsequently elute the brevican from the beads. The collected eluate was dried 
down in a vacuum centrifuge.  

Samples intended for evaluation of endogenous brevican fragments were stored at -20 °C 
pending LC-MS analysis, while samples intended to study digested brevican peptides were 
reconstituted in ammonium bicarbonate solution, followed by reduction with dithiothreitol at 60 °C 
and alkylation with iodoacetamide in darkness at room temperature. Next, the samples were 
digested with either Asp-N or trypsin overnight at 37 °C. Digestion was stopped with formic acid 
and the digests were dried down in a vacuum centrifuge, and stored at -20 °C pending analysis. 

Both digested and non-digested samples were reconstituted in a formic acid/acetonitrile-based 
solution and loaded on a trap column. The separation was performed by reversed phase nanoflow 
LC with a linear gradient. The mass spectrometer was operated in data dependent mode, acquiring 
both full mass spectra (MS) and tandem mass spectra (MS/MS). Database searches of the LC-
MS/MS spectra were performed using Mascot Distiller and Mascot search engine (Matrix Science) 
against a custom-made database containing the sequences of the ECM proteins of interest. 
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4.4 ADAMTS-like enzymatic activity 

The FRET method was used in paper II to identify ADAMTS-like enzymatic activity in CSF. 
The synthetic quenched FRET peptide (Bachem, Bubendorf, Switzerland) contained a brevican 
sequence with the ADAMTS cleavage site at 400E/S401 and five amino acids before and after the 
cleavage site (Fig. 25). The FRET peptide incorporates the donor (2-aminobenzoyl (Abz)) at one 
end and the acceptor (2,4-dinitrophenyl (Dnp) coupled to the ε-NH2 of a lysine) on the other end of 
the peptide. 

 

 
Fig. 25. FRET brevican peptide containing the ADAMTS cleavage site and Abz/Dnp donor/acceptor pair. 
 

The detailed assay description can be found in paper II. In brief, in each well of a black 96-
well microplate the quenched FRET peptide and 1:2 prediluted CSF were mixed in equal 
proportions. In addition, the following controls were separately placed on the plate: assay buffer or 
1:2 diluted quenched FRET peptide, or 1:4 diluted CSF quality control sample. On top of the 
surface of all the samples, mineral oil was added to prevent evaporation. The developing 
fluorescence was recorded overnight at 37 °C on a Spectramax Gemini XPS microplate reader 
(Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA, USA) using excitation wavelength of 320 nm and emission 
wavelength of 420 nm. The slope values of quenched FRET peptide and CSF quality control sample 
were subtracted from the slope values of the study samples.  
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4.5 Explorative MS-based analyses of brevican 

Explorative MS-based analyses were performed to identify ADAMTS-derived brevican 
peptides in CSF (paper II) and to evaluate the brevican fragment pattern in CSF (papers II and 
paper V). 
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4.6 MS-based brevican/neurocan panel 

This panel was developed to quantify several brevican and neurocan peptides simultaneously in 
a single CSF sample (papers II, IV and V). The detailed description of the panel together with the 
validation can be found in paper V. 

Briefly, 20 isotope-labelled tryptic peptides, nine brevican (Fig. 26) and 11 neurocan (Fig. 27), 
labelled with both 13C and 15N at the C-terminal arginine or lysine (JPT Peptide Technologies, 
Berlin, Germany) were used as IS for MS-based quantification. The IS mixture of all 20 peptides 
was spiked into either 25 μL (paper II) or 100 μL (paper IV and paper V) of CSF, followed by 
reduction with dithiothreitol at 60 °C and alkylation with iodoacetamide in darkness at room 
temperature. Next, samples were digested with trypsin/Lys-C mix overnight at 37 °C and the 
reaction was stopped with trifluoroacetic acid. Sample clean-up was performed using SPE with 
Oasis HLB 96-well plates. The collected eluate was dried down in a vacuum centrifuge. The 
samples were reconstituted in ammonium bicarbonate prior to LC-MS analysis. The separation was 
performed by reversed phase microflow LC with an adjusted, broken gradient using a Vanquish 
UHPLC (Thermo Fisher Scientific). PRM MS analysis was performed using a Q Exactive hybrid 
quadrupole-orbitrap high resolution mass spectrometer with ESI (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 
operated as described previously [208]. Skyline software [310] was used to measure the areas of 
endogenous and IS peptides, and to calculate CSF concentrations of tryptic peptides by multiplying 
the endogenous-to-IS ratios of the summed fragment peak areas by the known concentration of the 
corresponding IS. 

Method development involved the adjustment of LC gradient, optimisation of collision energies 
for each peptide and verification of peptide transitions. 

Validation of the panel showed overall good dilution linearity of the IS peptides when spiked 
into CSF, and stability of the majority of the peptides in CSF at different temperature conditions 
and storage periods, and up to five freeze-thaw cycles. 
 

 

Fig. 26. The brevican peptides measured in the MS-based panel along the protein core. 

 

 

 

Fig. 27. The neurocan peptides measured in the MS-based panel along the protein core. 
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Table 12. The amino acid position and sequence of the brevican and neurocan peptides used in the MS-based 
panel. 
 
Name Position Sequence 

B87 87-94 EAEVLVAR 
B156 156-162 GVVFLYR 
B268 268-274 LTLEEAR 
B313 313-321 YPIVTPSQR 
B322 322-330 CGGGLPGVK 
B718 718-738 MYGAHLASISTPEEQDFINNR 
B741 741-750 EYQWIGLNDR 
B834 834-841 YEVDTVLR 
B879 879-889 ALHPEEDPEGR 
N89 89-97 QDLPILVAK 
N145 145-165 GIEDEQDLVPLEVTGVVFHYR 
N184 184-193 LSSAIIAAPR 
N194 194-214 HLQAAFEDGFDNCDAGWLSDR 
N257 257-269 ELGGEVFYVGPAR 
N316 316-322 YPIQTPR 
N582 582-589 APVLELEK 
N1155 1155-1170 DFQWTDNTGLQFENWR 
N1195 1195-1209 WNDVPCNYNLPYVCK 
N1234 1234-1241 YNVHATVR 
N1242 1242-1257 YQCNEGFAQHHVATIR 

Underlined C (C) indicates carbamidomethylation on cysteine.  
The name of the peptides refers to the first letter of the protein (B for brevican, N for neurocan) followed by 
first amino acid position of the peptide. 
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4.7 Statistical analyses 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to determine normality of the data. If the original data 
was skewed and did not follow the assumption of normality for a parametric statistical test, the data 
was logarithmically transformed to conform to normality. 

The differences between the two independent groups were investigated using Mann-Whitney U 
test. To accommodate more than two groups, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple 
comparison post-hoc test were applied. These tests or Chi-square test were used to evaluate if the 
independent study groups were age- or gender-matched, respectively. 

Analysis of covariance was used to examine the differences between the two independent 
groups, taking into account the influence of age (set as covariate). 

Friedman test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison post-hoc test were used to test for 
differences between multiple dependent study groups. 

Linear mixed effects model was used to analyse the differences between the longitudinal 
measurements. In the model, the measured analyte was set as dependent variable, time point as 
fixed factor, individuals as random factors and age/gender as covariates. The Akaike information 
criterion (AIC) was used to evaluate the overall model fit, where lower AIC value indicated a better-
fit model. 

The receiver operating characteristic curve analysis was used to display the capacity of 
measured analyte to separate the two independent groups at the point that maximised the Youden’s 
index (sensitivity + specificity-1). Areas under the curve (AUC) together with sensitivities and 
specificities were obtained as measures of performance for the tests.  

The effect size measurements between the two independent groups were performed either by 
using Cohen’s d (η) or by AUC, while effect size between the time points in longitudinal measures 
was tested by partial eta squared (ηp

2). 
Correlations between non-normally distributed data were investigated using Spearman’s rho 

(Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient). 
All tests were two-sided and the probability of p≤0.05 was considered statistically significant, 

unless the p-value was adjusted using Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. 
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, Inc., San 

Diego, CA, USA) and SPSS software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). 
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Characterisation of brevican fragment patterns in CSF 

In the explorative IP-MS analysis of CSF, I used two different brevican antibodies (US 
Biological Life Sciences, Salem, MA, USA), one targeting the N-terminal part (detected peptides 
cover aa 23 - 429) and another directed to the C-terminal part (detected peptides cover aa 718 - 
841) (Fig. 28 A). Full-length brevican standard was used as a positive control and IP-MS analysis 
resulted in the detection of peptides along the whole brevican sequence (detected peptides cover aa 
23 - 892), using either N- or C-terminal brevican antibodies (Fig. 28 B). This indicates the presence 
of at least two separate brevican sets in CSF, one including the N-terminal part and one the C-
terminal part of the protein. The observation that the most C-terminal peptide (aa 879 - 889) 
included in the MS-based panel was seen in IP-MS analysis of full-length brevican standard, but 
not in CSF, reveals the presence of a third brevican set in CSF, the most C-terminal part of brevican. 
An additional IP-MS analysis using C-terminally directed in-house produced antibodies indeed 
revealed the presence of endogenous fragments in CSF at the 
very C-terminal end of brevican (aa 879 - 900) (Fig. 28 A). 
Thus, there is a cleavage that occurs between aa 841 and 879. 
The three observed brevican sets in CSF indicate the presence 
of at least two endogenous cleavage sites. 
 

 
 
Fig. 28. Brevican peptides detected in IP-MS analysis of CSF (A) and full-length recombinant brevican 
standard (B) using two commercial brevican antibodies (N- and C-terminal) and two clones of in-house 
brevican antibodies. 

There are three separate sets of 
endogenous brevican fragments, 
representing three distinct parts 
of the protein, in human CSF. 
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5.2 ECM proteins in TBI and iNPH 

5.2.1 CSF levels of brevican in TBI and iNPH 

One of the most important findings of this thesis is that brevican can serve as a potential CSF 
biomarker for clinical outcome prediction following TBI. The results from paper I and paper II 
showed that the concentrations of CSF brevican are either significantly increased or showing a 
trend to be increased in unfavourable outcome following TBI (Fig. 29). Interestingly, the CSF 
brevican analysed by an in-house ELISA (paper I) and the two C-terminal brevican peptides 
measured by an MS-based panel (paper II) demonstrated 
comparable capacity for TBI outcome prediction as previously 
established brain injury markers, i.e., NFL, S100B and NSE. 

 
Fig. 29. CSF brevican levels between favourable and unfavourable outcomes of TBI patients. 
 

Since brevican production is known to be increased following brain injury, its levels in CSF are 
likely to be elevated as CSF reflects biochemical changes in the brain. Although this assumption 
clarifies the observed raise of brevican in CSF for the unfavourable outcomes, it does not explain 
the even higher levels of brevican in iNPH patients who were included in the studies as a contrast 
group to TBI, due to inability of collecting ventricular CSF from healthy controls (Fig. 30).  
 

Fig. 30. CSF brevican levels for the iNPH and TBI (time point 1) groups. 

Brevican - a novel CSF marker 
for outcome prediction after TBI. 
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There are several possible explanations for the observed discrepancy. First, iNPH does not 
necessary reflect homeostatic levels in healthy individuals as iNPH has shown increased GFAP 
levels in CSF [75, 76]. Thus, iNPH pathology involves astroglial activation, which in turn releases 
ECM proteins [183]. It cannot be ruled out that iNPH might reflect even more severe ECM 
pathology than TBI. Thus, TBI patients with favourable outcome could closer represent healthy 
individuals. In addition, it cannot be excluded that preanalytical factors might contribute to the 
observed contradiction, since the CSF iNPH and TBI samples were collected at different centers. 
A difference in sample handling might cause the possible bias. Finally, the lower CSF levels of 
ECM proteins in the TBI group, when compared with iNPH patients might be due to their increased 
proteolytic degradation, with potential aim to restore brain plasticity and stimulate axonal growth. 
This statement is supported by the results included in this thesis, where ADAMTS-like enzymatic 
activity (paper II) as well as the majority of MMP concentrations (paper III) are both higher in 
CSF in the TBI group compared with the iNPH group (Fig. 31). 
 

 
Fig. 31. CSF ADAMTS-like enzymatic activity and CSF MMP levels (example) for the iNPH and TBI (time 
point 1) groups.  

In longitudinal data, the brevican concentrations are either significantly decreased or showed a 
trend to be decreased following TBI. This is likely an effect of clearance mechanisms triggered 
after elevated levels of brevican due to brain injury (Fig. 32). 
 

Fig. 32. CSF brevican longitudinal changes following TBI. TP =time point. 
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In paper I, the measurements of brevican in CSF showed slightly different dynamics between 
the commercially available and the in-house ELISAs. Moreover, the two assays moderately 
correlated with each other (rho=0.66) and showed differential association with other ECM proteins 
(Table 13). For instance, brevican levels measured by the in-house assay correlated to tenascins to 
a much stronger degree than brevican measured by the commercially available assay. However, the 
commercial assay showed a higher correlation with CSF neurocan levels compared with the in-
house ELISA. Altogether, the two assays seem to detect different fragments of brevican, possibly 
related to distinct biological processes.  

Table 13. Correlations of CSF brevican concentrations measured using two different ELISAs (commercial 
and in-house) with CSF concentrations of the other ECM proteins. 

Spearman’s rho neurocan TNC TNR 

Commercial assay 0.69**** 0.52** 0.45* 

In-house assay 0.34 0.87**** 0.61**** 

 
 

The observed differences in CSF brevican dynamics between the two ELISAs (paper I) led to 
the further investigation of brevican proteolytic processing in TBI and iNPH (paper II), where an 
in-house developed MS-based panel was used, detecting nine brevican tryptic peptides (Fig. 33) 
(in addition to 11 neurocan tryptic peptides). The name of the peptides refers to the first letter of 
the protein (B for brevican) followed by the first amino acid position of the peptide. 
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 33. Set 1 includes N-terminal brevican fragments in CSF recognised by detection antibodies from in-
house ELISA (aa 23 - 429) and commercial ELISA (aa 85 - 274). Set 2 includes C-terminal brevican 
fragments detected by the capture antibody from in-house ELISA (aa 718 - 841). Set 3 includes the most C-
terminal part, around aa 879. The brevican peptides measured in the MS-based panel are marked in red. The 
MMP and ADAMTS cleavage sites are marked in blue. 
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In paper II, the two C-terminal peptides in set 2 (B741, aa 741 - 750; and B834, aa 834 - 841) 
as well as the most C-terminal fragment/set 3 (B879, aa 879 - 889) showed different dynamics in 
TBI and iNPH compared with the N-terminal brevican set (Table 14). A possible explanation is 
that various brevican fragments reflect different pathological processes in TBI. 
 
Table 14. The differences in CSF dynamics between the three brevican sets in TBI in relation to outcome, 
the contrast group (iNPH) and repeated observations. Arrows indicate increase, decrease or no change of 
CSF brevican peptide levels. 
 

 CSF levels 

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 

unfavourable outcome (compared with favourable) ↔ ↑ ↔ 

TBI (compared with iNPH) ↓ ↔ ↓ 

TP3 (compared with TP1) ↓ ↔ ↔ 

 

Based on the relative abundances (peak areas) of the tryptic peptides, the N-terminal peptides 
(set 1) and the most C-terminal peptide (set 3) are the most abundant in CSF. Interestingly, the CSF 
levels of B741 and B834 tryptic peptides (set 2) are lower for an unknown reason. As CSF levels 
of set 2 are distinctly lower in the favourable outcome group (Fig. 34), it cannot be excluded that 
this part of the protein is much less prone to exude into the CSF in healthy individuals, while it is 
more easily secreted into CSF under pathological conditions that are present in both the iNPH and 
the TBI groups. As opposed to the other brevican fragments, the two C-terminal peptides (set 2) 
correlated with CSF S100B concentrations indicating that they might be potential indicators for 
astroglial damage - a common pathology for iNPH and TBI. This possibly explains the equal CSF 
levels of B741 and B834 between these two groups. Another explanation might be that brevican 
set 2 is not vulnerable to proteolytic degradation by ADAMTS or MMP enzymes. 
 

Fig. 34. CSF brevican peptide levels from the three different protein fragment sets in relation to outcome 
following TBI. 
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In paper I, the measurements of brevican in CSF showed slightly different dynamics between 
the commercially available and the in-house ELISAs. Moreover, the two assays moderately 
correlated with each other (rho=0.66) and showed differential association with other ECM proteins 
(Table 13). For instance, brevican levels measured by the in-house assay correlated to tenascins to 
a much stronger degree than brevican measured by the commercially available assay. However, the 
commercial assay showed a higher correlation with CSF neurocan levels compared with the in-
house ELISA. Altogether, the two assays seem to detect different fragments of brevican, possibly 
related to distinct biological processes.  

Table 13. Correlations of CSF brevican concentrations measured using two different ELISAs (commercial 
and in-house) with CSF concentrations of the other ECM proteins. 

Spearman’s rho neurocan TNC TNR 

Commercial assay 0.69**** 0.52** 0.45* 

In-house assay 0.34 0.87**** 0.61**** 

 
 

The observed differences in CSF brevican dynamics between the two ELISAs (paper I) led to 
the further investigation of brevican proteolytic processing in TBI and iNPH (paper II), where an 
in-house developed MS-based panel was used, detecting nine brevican tryptic peptides (Fig. 33) 
(in addition to 11 neurocan tryptic peptides). The name of the peptides refers to the first letter of 
the protein (B for brevican) followed by the first amino acid position of the peptide. 
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 33. Set 1 includes N-terminal brevican fragments in CSF recognised by detection antibodies from in-
house ELISA (aa 23 - 429) and commercial ELISA (aa 85 - 274). Set 2 includes C-terminal brevican 
fragments detected by the capture antibody from in-house ELISA (aa 718 - 841). Set 3 includes the most C-
terminal part, around aa 879. The brevican peptides measured in the MS-based panel are marked in red. The 
MMP and ADAMTS cleavage sites are marked in blue. 
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5.2.2 CSF and serum levels of neurocan in TBI and iNPH 

Neurocan levels were studied in human body fluids using either the commercially available 
ELISA (unknown epitope, section 4.1) or an in-house developed MS-based panel that measures 11 
neurocan tryptic peptides (section 4.6). 

In contrast to brevican, neither CSF nor serum neurocan levels showed any significant 
discrepancy between the two outcomes following TBI (paper I and paper II) (Fig. 35).  
 

Fig. 35. CSF and serum neurocan levels for the two outcomes following TBI. 

 
CSF neurocan levels measured by ELISA were significantly elevated in the iNPH group 

compared with TBI (paper I), while the neurocan peptides showed less conclusive results, but with 
a tendency to be higher in the contrast group (paper II) (Fig. 36). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 36. CSF neurocan levels for the iNPH and TBI (time point 1) groups. 
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To study neurocan levels in serum, healthy controls were used as a comparison group to TBI. 
Here, neurocan levels were significantly decreased in TBI compared with the control group (Fig. 
37). Similarly to brevican, the lower levels of neurocan in the TBI group might be explained by the 
more extensive degradation by ADAMTS/MMPs enzymes. 

 
 

 

Fig. 37. Serum neurocan levels for healthy controls and TBI (time point 1). 

The CSF and serum concentrations of neurocan were either significantly decreased or  
unchanged following brain injury (paper I and paper II) (Fig. 38).  
 

Fig. 38. CSF and serum neurocan longitudinal changes following TBI. TP =time point. 

In contrast to brevican, all neurocan peptides showed similar dynamics following TBI and they 
highly correlated with each other (paper II), indicating that there is no evident disease related 
proteolytic processing of neurocan.  

As CSF brevican and neurocan concentrations only moderately correlate with each other (paper 
I and paper II), it is possible that neurocan reflects different pathological processes than brevican. 
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Fig. 37. Serum neurocan levels for healthy controls and TBI (time point 1). 
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5.2.3 CSF and serum levels of tenascins in TBI and iNPH 

The results from paper I showed that CSF TNC and TNR concentrations were significantly 
increased in unfavourable outcome following TBI (Fig. 39). 
The prediction value was similar to currently known 
biomarkers of brain injury, i.e., NFL, NSE and S100B. 

However, there were no differences in serum TNC 
concentrations in relation to TBI outcome (Fig. 39). 

 
Fig. 39. CSF and serum tenascin concentrations for the two TBI outcomes. 

CSF TNC and TNR concentrations did not differ between the TBI (time point 1) and the iNPH 
groups. However, serum TNC concentrations were higher in TBI than in healthy controls (Fig. 40), 
which could be explained by release of TNC from peripheral tissues, including muscle, to serum. 
 

Fig. 40. CSF and serum tenascin concentrations for the TBI (time point 1) and iNPH or control groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tenascins - novel CSF markers 
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Although CSF TNC concentrations did not differ between the longitudinal data following TBI, 
the CSF TNR concentrations showed a gradual decrease (Fig. 41). 

 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 41. CSF and serum tenascin longitudinal changes following TBI. TP =time point. 

The commonly seen decrease of ECM proteins following 
TBI can be explained by clearance mechanisms after an injury-
induced initial increase. However, serum TNC shows opposite 
dynamics - its levels increase with time after a brain injury (Fig. 
41). This might be explained by the origin of this analyte in the 
periphery rather than the CNS, as opposed to CNS-specific brevican, neurocan and TNR. One can 
speculate that injury to the muscles during TBI could cause a release of TNC from the muscles to 
the blood, which possibly explains the increased concentrations of TNC in serum. This is supported 
by higher TNC concentrations in serum compared with CSF and by a lack of correlation between 
these body fluids for TNC. 
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5.2.4 CSF levels of MMPs in TBI and iNPH 

Paper III describes a variable pattern of changes in CSF 
concentrations of several MMPs in relation to TBI (see Table 15 for 
summary), which indicates that specific MMPs might serve different 
roles in TBI pathophysiology.  

 
Table 15. The differences in CSF dynamics between the MMPs in TBI in relation to outcome, the contrast 
group (iNPH) and repeated observations. Arrows indicate increase, decrease or no change of CSF MMP 
levels. 

 

Increased CSF concentrations of MMP-2 and -10 are associated with unfavourable TBI outcome 
(Fig. 42), to a similar degree as currently known biomarkers of brain injury, i.e., NSE and S100B. 
Analogous, but not significant, a trend was observed for MMP-1 and -3. 

Fig. 42. CSF MMP levels for the two TBI outcomes. 

CSF concentrations of MMP-1, -3 and -10 were increased in the TBI group compared with the 
iNPH group (Fig. 43), which may reflect axonal recovery and/or neuroplasticity after brain injury, 
while the rest of the studied MMPs (MMP-2, -9 and -12) did not differ between the two groups. 
This does not exclude that a change might have been detected in relation to a healthy control group. 

Fig. 43. CSF MMP levels for the iNPH and TBI (time point 1) groups. 

 MMP-1 MMP-2 MMP-3 MMP-9 MMP-10 MMP-12 

unfavourable (vs favourable) ↔ ↑ ↔ ↔ ↑ ↔ 

TBI (vs iNPH) ↑ ↔ ↑ ↔ ↑ ↔ 

TP3 (vs TP1) ↓ ↔ ↓ ↔ ↓ ↔ 
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CSF concentrations of MMP-1, -3 and -10 decreased with time after trauma (Fig. 44), likely due 
to clearance mechanisms after an injury-induced initial increase.  
 

 
 
Fig. 44. CSF MMP longitudinal changes following TBI. TP =time point. 

The apparent significant correlations between the MMP-1, -2, -3 and -10 (Fig. 45) indicate that 
they might be regulated in similar ways and/or exhibit related functions. Interestingly, these 
correlations are higher in TBI than in iNPH. Thus, this MMP group might measure similar 
physiological and/or pathological processes more specific to TBI.                                         

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 45. Correlation matrix between CSF MMP concentrations in the TBI and iNPH groups.  
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Fig. 45. Correlation matrix between CSF MMP concentrations in the TBI and iNPH groups.  
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5.2.5 ECM proteins in relation to shunt surgery in iNPH 

The levels of the CNS-specific brevican and neurocan did 
not differ between lumbar and ventricular sources of CSF 
(Fig. 46). The majority of MMPs and TIMP-1 were elevated 
in lumbar CSF compared with ventricular CSF (Fig. 46), 
which could be explained by their diffusion from periphery to CSF along the spinal channel, as 
these proteins are widely expressed in multiple tissues. Interestingly, MMP-9 showed the opposite 
dynamics - its levels were decreased in lumbar CSF (Fig. 46). This observation is difficult to explain 
based on the current knowledge. However, since CSF MMP-9 levels did not correlate with CSF 
levels of other ECM proteins, this protease might reflect different pathological changes in iNPH. 
 

 
 

Fig. 46. Examples of brevican/neurocan peptides, MMP and TIMP-1 changes between pre-operative lumbar 
CSF (LCSF) and ventricular CSF (VCSF). 

 
There was a general trend of CSF ECM protein levels to 

increase following shunt surgery, which could be explained by 
restitution CSF dynamics after the treatment procedure. This 
was seen in both sources of CSF, although the treatment-induced 
changes of MMPs/TIMP-1 were more evident in ventricular 
CSF (Fig. 47), possibly due to the contribution of their peripheral 
origin to lumbar CSF levels. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 47. Examples of brevican/neurocan peptides, MMP and TIMP-1 changes between preoperative (PRE) 
and postoperative (POST) ventricular CSF. 
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The CSF levels of brevican and neurocan peptides were 
increased in iNPH patients who suffered from cardiovascular 
comorbidities compared with those who did not exhibit such 
complications (Fig. 48). Thus, CSF brevican and neurocan 
peptide concentrations might serve as novel indicators for 
cardiovascular pathologies in iNPH. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 48. Examples of ventricular preoperative CSF concentrations of brevican/neurocan peptides for patients 
who did (CVD+) or did not (CVD-) suffer from cardiovascular comorbidities. 
CVD = cardiovascular disease 
 
 

There was no association between the CSF ECM protein levels and the clinical improvement 
after shunt surgery. Thus, these proteins cannot serve as the outcome predictors following the 
treatment. 
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5.3 ECM proteins in AD and VaD 

In paper V, brevican and neurocan proteolytic peptides were quantified in human CSF using an 
MS-based panel. The study involved two independent cohorts that both included AD and VaD 
patients, as well as healthy controls. Both cohorts showed similar results. 

Several CSF brevican and neurocan peptide concentrations were 
decreased in the VaD group as compared with both AD patients and 
with healthy individuals (Fig. 48 shows examples of the peptide 
concentrations). The results could indicate an enhanced degradation 
of these two proteoglycans in VaD, which could be explained by 
increased CSF levels of MMPs, enzymes degrading proteoglycans, 
in VaD patients [159]. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 48. Examples of CSF concentrations of brevican (B156) and neurocan (N316) peptides in both cohorts 
between the control, AD and VaD groups. 
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All the brevican and neurocan peptides correlated with each other in both control and AD groups 
(Fig. 49 A-B). However, in the VaD group (Fig. 49 C), the correlations between brevican fragments 
were much weaker, especially between the N-terminal and C-terminal part of the protein. In 
addition, neurocan peptides showed weaker correlations between each other in the VaD group, to 
a similar degree along the whole core protein. The weaker correlations among brevican or neurocan 
peptides in VaD compared with the AD/control groups indicate that the proteolytic processing of 
these proteoglycans is dysregulated in VaD and seems to be specific to this disease. Possibly, this 
results from an imbalance between the synthesis and degradation of different brevican/neurocan 
parts in VaD. 
 

 
 
Fig. 49. Correlation matrices between CSF concentrations of brevican and neurocan peptides in the control 
(A), AD (B) and VaD (C) groups in both cohorts. 
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The CSF concentrations of brevican and neurocan peptides did not differ between AD patients 
and the control group (Fig. 48). Similarly, no differences were observed for these groups using a 
different methodology - commercially available ELISAs and a 
different cohort (paper VI) (Fig. 50).  

In addition to brevican and neurocan, CSF concentrations of TNC 
and TNR were also not altered between the control and AD groups 
(Fig. 50). 

 
Fig. 50. CSF ECM protein concentrations for the control and AD groups. 
 
 

Furthermore, CSF TNC and TNR concentrations were slightly higher in women than in men in 
the AD group (Fig. 51), but not in the control group. Since tenascins are involved in inflammatory 
processes [223], these results might reveal a sexual dimorphism in the CNS immunity during AD.  
 

Fig. 51. CSF concentrations of tenascins for females and males in the AD group. 
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5.4 ECM proteins in RIBI 

In paper VII, CSF brevican and neurocan concentrations showed a progressive decline over 
time following cranial radiotherapy in patients without brain 
metastases (Fig. 52). The lack of differences in longitudinal 
measures of patients with brain metastases indicates that the 
changes seen in patients without brain metastases reflect 
radiation effects, rather than tumour-induced damage. In 
support of this, there was no difference in the concentrations 
of ECM proteins between healthy controls and SCLC patients 
before cranial radiotherapy.  
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 52. Longitudinal changes of CSF brevican and neurocan after cranial radiotherapy given to SCLC 
patients. 
 

This progressive decline of brevican and neurocan over the time of one year might represent a 
long-term structural remodelling of the brain ECM after cranial radiotherapy. It could be further 
explained by the upregulation of MMPs, that degrade proteoglycans, in the brain following cranial 
radiotherapy [311].  

There was a strong correlation between the progressive decline of brevican and sAPPα 
(rho=0.92, p<0.001). The increase of both of these proteins in the brain has previously been 
established to be linked with an improved hippocampal-dependent learning [312, 313] and 
hippocampus is severely injured by irradiation [314, 315]. Thus, the observed correlation might be 
related to memory dysfunction in patients after cranial radiotherapy. 
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5.5 Summary  

Table 16. Summary of the results. 

 

Fluid Analyte HC TBI iNPH AD VaD RIBI 

CSF Brevican ↔ vs AD 
↑   vs VaD 
↔ vs SCLC 
 

↓ vs iNPH 
↑ unfavourable  
↓ post-injury 
 

↑ vs TBI 
↔ CSF origin 
↑ post-surgery 
 

↔ vs HC 
↑   vs VaD 
 

↓ vs HC 
↓ vs AD 
 

↓ post-PCI 
 

Neurocan ↔ vs AD 
↑   vs VaD 
↔ vs SCLC 
 

↓ vs iNPH 
↔ outcome  
↓ post-injury 
 

↑ vs TBI 
↔ CSF origin 
↑ post-surgery 
 

↔ vs HC 
↑   vs VaD 
 

↓ vs HC 
↓ vs AD 
 

↓ post-PCI 
 

TNC ↔ vs AD 
 

↔ vs iNPH 
↑ unfavourable  
↔ post-injury  

↔ vs TBI 
 

↔ vs HC 
↑ females 
 

  

TNR ↔ vs AD 
 

↔ vs iNPH 
↑ unfavourable  
↓ post-injury 

↔ vs TBI 
 

↔ vs HC 
↑ females 
 

  

MMP-1  ↑ vs iNPH 
↔ outcome 
↓ post-injury 

↓ vs TBI 
↑ lumbar CSF  
↑ post-surgery 
 

   

MMP-2  ↔ vs iNPH 
↑ unfavourable  
↔ post-injury 

↔ vs TBI 
↑ lumbar CSF  
↔ post-surgery 
 

   

MMP-3  ↑ vs iNPH 
↔ outcome 
↓ post-injury 

↓ vs TBI 
 

   

MMP-9  ↔ vs iNPH 
↔ outcome 
↔ post-injury 

↔ vs TBI 
↑ ventricular CSF  
↔ post-surgery 
 

   

MMP-10  ↑ vs iNPH 
↑ unfavourable  
↓ post-injury 

↓ vs TBI 
↑ lumbar CSF  
↑ post-surgery 
 

   

MMP-12  ↔ as to iNPH 
↔ outcome  
↔ post-injury 
 

↔ vs TBI 
 

   

ADAMTS 
(activity) 

 ↑ vs iNPH 
 

↓ vs TB    

TIMP-1   ↑ lumbar CSF  
↑ shunt-surgery 

   

Serum Neurocan ↑ vs TBI 
 

↓ vs HC 
↔ outcome  
↓ post-injury 

    

 TNC ↓ vs TBI 
 

↑  vs HC 
↔ outcome  
↑  post-injury 
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6 STUDY LIMITATIONS AND STRENGTHS 
Evaluation of study limitations and strengths is important to judge the quality and the in-depth 

understanding of the further research. 
CSF analysis was central for all the studies included in this thesis. Although the proximity of 

CSF to the brain tissue is relevant for exploring CNS pathology, it is important to point out that 
even though CSF is in close contact with the brain, protein levels in CSF do not necessarily reflect 
their dynamics in the brain. Thus, based only on CSF analysis, it is difficult to elucidate how the 
proteins are expressed or regulated in the brain. It is unclear whether a change in protein 
concentration in CSF is a result of a change in the brain’s production and/or leakage from the brain 
tissue into the CSF. Access to ventricular CSF (papers I-IV) collected using the EVD procedure 
is very rare. It is believed that this type of CSF even closer reflects the pathological changes in the 
brain than lumbar CSF [3], which is affected by a larger influx of non CNS-specific proteins along 
the spine. However, it is practically impossible to collect ventricular CSF from healthy controls for 
ethical reasons. Instead, ventricular CSF collected from iNPH patients was used as a contrast group 
to TBI in papers I-III. It is not an ideal control group as iNPH does not reflect homeostatic levels 
in healthy individuals, e.g., iNPH pathology involves astroglial activation that can be reflected in 
CSF by increased GFAP levels [75, 76]. 

Blood-based biomarkers are more attractive as they are more easily accessible and involve 
minimal complication risks compared with CSF. However, blood lacks direct contact with the brain 
and thus contains lower levels of brain-derived proteins and higher levels of CNS-unspecific 
proteins, making CSF a better source to evaluate CNS pathology. To compare the utility of these 
body fluids for a specific biomarker, often paired CSF and blood samples are collected at the same 
time and analysed in similar manner (paper I). None of the projects included studies on human 
brain tissue, which would more directly display brain protein alterations. However, since the aim 
of the projects presented in this thesis was to identify novel biomarkers for accurate disease 
diagnosis or outcome prediction, post-mortem brain tissue is not suitable for this type of research. 

Due to the acuteness of TBI (papers I-III), it was difficult to strictly adhere to a sampling 
protocol, which resulted in numerous gaps in the follow-up measurements and CSF samples were 
not collected at the same time interval. More importantly, the longitudinal measurements were only 
up to 14 days, which is insufficient for long-term evaluation of biomarker dynamics. Such a longer 
follow-up of brain injury markers showed importance in a previous study, where serum NFL levels 
were increasing up to 12 days and then decreasing to control levels at 1 year [49]. Furthermore, the 
majority of the patients in this cohort suffered from severe TBI and thus it was difficult to evaluate 
the association of studied proteins in relation to trauma severity.  

Longitudinal measures in AD studies (papers V-VI) are missing and thus, it was not possible 
to evaluate the dynamics of ECM proteins in the progression of this neurodegenerative disease. 
Interestingly, CSF neurocan levels have previously been shown to be increased in MCI, but not in 
AD, when compared with subjective cognitive decline (SCD) [207]. Although this might indicate 
that ECM changes are already evident at the MCI stage, the return of neurocan levels in the AD 
group towards the control (SCD) levels is difficult to interpret [207]. In the same study the MCI 
and AD groups involved different sets of individuals. I believe it would be more interesting to 
evaluate how the ECM protein levels change across the AD continuum for the same patients. 

Another important limitation is small sample size (e.g., n=9 for healthy controls in paper I and 
n=5 for AD patients, second cohort, in paper V). In these cases, it was difficult to perform any 
reliable statistics and effect size analysis is recommended instead, where the capacity of 
discrimination between the two groups is evaluated. The minimum recommended sample size 
sufficient to perform the statistical analysis with a meaningful result is 100 [316]. Although the 
studies included in this thesis involved less than 100 individuals per group, I believe that smaller 
sample sizes are still acceptable considering the exploratory nature of the studies. 
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Pre-analytical factors such as sampling, initial processing or storage conditions, might influence 
sample composition before analysis. To reduce discrepancies in sample treatment, case-control 
study samples preferably should be collected at the same centres. While this was the case for some 
of the studies, the others (papers I-III) included samples from control/contrast groups that were 
collected at different centres than the TBI cohort. The future solution for multicentre research 
projects is to standardise the pre-analytical factors in order to obtain consistent analytical quality.  

In addition, it is important that the study populations are age- and gender-matched (which was 
a strength of papers IV-VII), and if they cannot be, for example, iNPH patients were approximately 
10 years older than TBI patients (papers I-III), an adjustment is required. The fact that some of 
the ECM proteins correlate with age (e.g., MMP-2, -3, -10 in paper III) further emphasizes the 
need to perform age-adjustment. 

Due to the limited sample volume, samples were measured in singlicates or the analysis could 
not be performed, e.g., brevican could not be analysed in serum (paper I).  

Low abundance of certain proteins may exclude the possibility to perform desired 
measurements. Although tenascins showed promising results to differentiate between the TBI 
outcome groups (paper I), their levels in CSF were too low to include tenascins in the in-house 
developed MS-based panel (paper II-V). Brevican was the most studied ECM protein in this thesis 
both due to its relatively high abundance in CSF and promising outcomes from the studies. 
However, the limited prior research on brevican (and related ECM proteins), makes it difficult to 
lay a foundation for detailed understanding of their pathophysiological roles. 

A methodological strength of some of the studies presented in this thesis is the ability to measure 
several analytes simultaneously in a single sample (MS-based panel in papers II, IV and V, and 
fluorescent multiplex immunoassays in papers III-IV). 

All of the studies included well-characterised material with additional biomarker and clinical 
data, which allowed for performing a series of associations between the different variables to 
increase the understanding of the pathophysiological roles of the studied proteins. 

The involvement of two (paper V) or more independent cohorts in a single study is important 
to demonstrate that the findings are reproducible, adding strength to the conclusions. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
There are several currently known CSF and serum biomarker candidates for brain tissue injury, 

such as NFL, NSE and S100B [43-46, 48-51]. NFL and S100B also perform well for clinical 
outcome prediction following TBI [46-49, 52, 53]. Nevertheless, an improvement of TBI outcome 
assessments would aid clinicians to further understand the patient’s condition and proceed with the 
most suitable treatment. The current brain injury markers reflect either neuronal or astroglial 
damage. However, TBI involves multiple complex pathological processes, including ECM 
remodelling. The development of additional biomarkers would not only improve the accuracy of 
outcome prediction but could also elucidate different aspects of TBI pathophysiology. Here, it is 
shown that ECM proteins are promising novel biomarker candidates for TBI outcome prediction 
and could act as potential targets for therapeutic interventions. However, it is also possible that 
increased levels of ECM proteins in the human brain or body fluids are side effects of more complex 
processes in TBI, and therefore targeting them will not necessarily improve the outcome. Thus, 
further studies are needed to evaluate the role of ECM proteins and their proteolytic processing in 
the pathophysiology of TBI.  

The studies of CSF ECM protein levels in this thesis revealed both surprising and mysterious 
results on iNPH pathophysiology. More specifically, iNPH might reflect even more severe ECM-
related disease stages of the brain than TBI, possibly involving astroglial activation. However, more 
research is needed to improve the largely unknown function of ECM proteins in iNPH. 

Members of the ECM protease families, such as MMPs, can play multiple, different biological 
roles. However, the complex network of cross-activations between various MMPs together with 
overlapping substrate recognition impede the full understanding of pathophysiological functions of 
individual MMPs. Here, it is shown that there is also a large unexplored variability in the dynamic 
changes among different MMPs in TBI and iNPH, suggesting that individual MMPs have different 
roles in these pathologies. I believe that a deeper understanding of the diverse MMP functions in 
different pathologies must be attained to uncover novel targets offering therapeutic opportunities 
for many diseases. Attention must be given to target specific individual MMPs and to time the 
therapy correctly, given that the ECM undergoes active remodelling. 

The more apparent differentiation of VaD from AD is of a great importance to guide treatment 
decisions as the clinical care for these diseases differs. The overlap of clinical features between AD 
and VaD patients, in addition to mixed pathologies, makes the differential diagnosis challenging. 
Here, brevican and neurocan showed a potential as diagnostic CSF markers to distinguish between 
AD and VaD patients. These findings need to be replicated in a larger population to further evaluate 
their applicability. 

Although PCI reduces the risk of brain metastasis incidence in SCLC patients, various 
neurologic side effects can be observed following the therapy [167]. Brevican and neurocan might 
reflect the long-term ECM remodelling after PCI. Further research is needed to evaluate if CSF 
brevican/neurocan levels can predict the radiation-mediated side effects and thereby assist in the 
identification of patients with an increased risk of complications prior to PCI so that the radiation 
dose, type or localization can be individualized, or if an alternative treatment should be considered.  

In summary, the ECM is a dynamic and complex structure that triggers numerous biological 
activities. A better understanding of how the ECM components function and how they affect 
disease progression may contribute to improved diagnostics and potentially also to the development 
of new therapeutic strategies. 
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